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As technology keeps changing, there is a need to explore different design tradeoffs and 

alternatives.  In the old technologies where die area is very important and transistors are 

slow, it would make sense to avoid an adder for quotient conversion and speed up division 

by doing on-the-fly conversion – as found in radix 4 minimally redundant dividers. By the 

same token, in a new technology where many millions of transistors are available in a 

relatively small silicon area, it is beneficial to use an adder and high degree of redundancy to 

simplify quotient selection and conversion. A number of radix 4 maximally redundant and 

overredundant dividers are designed and implemented in 65 nm CMOS technology using an 

ASIC flow and triple VT devices.  The results show that clock and data gating saves up to 

~30% power with a minimal  area and timing overhead. The results also show that the radix 

4 maximally redundant dividers outperform the radix 4 overredundant dividers. One design 

of the radix 4 maximally redundant dividers operates at a cycle time of ~1.9 ns and 

consumes ~5 mW of power and ~19 µW of leakage power. For a double precision division, 

it has a latency of ~55 ns and spends ~290 pJ of energy. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Nanometer CMOS technology offers good opportunities to advance designs:  

higher performance thanks to faster transistors, and more functionality and 

smaller area thanks to smaller transistors. However, at the same time, the 

technology imposes challenges regarding leakage, power, and risk. While a digital 

divider is no doubt indispensable in modern computing, there is no single 

universal “good” digital divider suitable for different design targets. Furthermore, 

design tradeoffs that were once considered good in the previous technologies may 

not still be so in nanometer technology. By the same token, design tradeoffs that 

were overlooked or undiscovered in the past may become attractive in nanometer 

technology. 

 

This research investigates alternatives in architecture and implementation to 

develop reasonable and novel ideas and applies these ideas to modern digital 

divider designs. As a final outcome, the research is also expected to yield a 

reasonable design that can be employed in commercial products using modern 

nanometer technology. 
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1.1 Introduction 

A division operation can be carried out with different algorithms and 

implementations. There exist several algorithms to do so [1]. Among them are the 

digit by digit division method [2], the multiplicative methods, and various 

approximation methods. There are also other special methods such as CORDIC 

and the continued product methods. The two most common methods that are 

widely employed in modern computers are multiplicative approximation and the 

digit by digit or digit recurrence method. 

 

The multiplicative approximation method such as the Newton-Raphson method 

[2], or the Goldschmidt method [3] has quadratic convergence, meaning each 

iteration has twice as many accurate bits as there were in the previous iteration. 

The multiplicative method therefore has a very low latency, although it does 

require a multiplier, which may not be acceptable for the budget. 

 

 On the other hand, the digit recurrence method has a linear convergence, 

meaning that it produces one quotient digit per step. For example, for radix 4, the 

digit recurrence method generates one radix 4 quotient digit or two bits per step. 

The advantage of the digit recurrence method is that it does not require a 

multiplier and can be carried out at different design tradeoffs, i.e., at different 
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levels of performance and cost. Furthermore, in many applications, the digit 

recurrence method provides adequate performance. Within the digit recurrence 

division family, the redundant representation of the quotient digits attracts much 

attention, since it offers an advantage in speed and cost. Furthermore, the 

redundant representation also shows the advantage in speeding up the computing 

of the partial remainder when the redundant format – such as sum and carry 

representation – is used to represent the partial remainder [2]. 

 

Digit recurrence division can operate on integer, fixed point or floating point 

numbers. The same theory governs how the division works regardless of the 

number format. And a design can be shared with some minor modifications. The 

floating point number system is used more widely recently, thanks to the 

shrinking of the die size and the demand of applications such as 3D graphics, 

DSP, and gaming. In the floating point number system, with the division 

operation, the work on the exponent part is straightforward: just a subtraction of 

the two operands’ exponents with a possible adjustment for normalization. And, 

of course, computing the sign of quotient is trivial. Therefore, this research 

concentrates on significand division, which normally determines the critical paths 

and plays a major role in the design tradeoffs of digital dividers. 
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As technology changes, different design tradeoffs should be considered to find 

good designs in a particular technology. A tradeoff that was avoided in the past, 

for example because of the area cost, may become attractive in a new technology 

– where one can pack millions of transistors into a relatively small silicon area. 

Another factor that must be considered is the simplicity of the algorithm that is 

less error-prone. Such a factor affects the robustness of the design, verification 

effort, and time to market, and is usually considered in making design decisions.  

 

Without actually mapping an algorithm and realizing a design into a particular 

technology, it is hard to see the advantages and disadvantages of the particular 

algorithm and its associated tradeoffs. The significance of this research is 

therefore to shed light on designs in nanometer CMOS technology. And therefore, 

the research can reveal or discover good designs. 
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1.2 Overview of the dissertation 

The dissertation is organized as follows: the background related to digital division 

is presented in Chapter 2. The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with 

the basic theory that governs digit recurrence division, and to discuss common 

related topics. In Chapter 3, previous work related to digit recurrence division is 

discussed. Many contributions have been done in the past, but only selected 

papers and those relevant to this research are presented in this chapter. The 

approach and research are discussed in Chapter 4, with more details of the designs 

revealed in the subsequent chapters: Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The results from the 

different designs are presented in Chapter 8. Conclusions based on the results are 

provided in Chapter 9. A list of reference literature is included after the 

appendices. The appendices provide detailed design information and are in the 

last pages of the dissertation. 
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Chapter 2 

2.1 Digital divider  

Digit recurrence division is carried out by the SRT method, which is named after 

the three people who discovered it simultaneously: Sweeney, Robertson [4], and 

Tocher [5]. In the SRT method, one quotient digit is produced in each step. Since 

this research employs the SRT method, only the related digit recurrence division 

theory [2] is presented here. 

2.1.1 Digit recurrence division theory 

Definition 

Let X, Q, D, and REM be respectively dividend, quotient, divisor, and 

remainder – then by definition:  

 

   .X Q D REM= +

 

and 

 

    | | | | . | | . |nREM D ulp or REM r D< < |

0 and     .REM X >
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Where r is radix, and  ulp is unit in or weight of the last position. For a n 

bit fraction => 2 nulp −=  

 

Note that the above definition is strict and conventional. If one can accept 

a quotient with any sign as long as |REM| < D. ulp then the restriction on 

the remainder sign can be relaxed. On the other hand, if the |REM| = D. 

ulp, then a correction step is required to fulfill the restriction. This step is 

also needed when REM X < 0 to satisfy the conventional definition or the 

IEEE Floating Point Standard [6]. 

 

Recurrence step 

For convenience and without loss of generality, assume that both X and D 

are positive. 

Quotient after the jth step: 

  [ ] .
1

i
j

Q j q rii
−= ∑

=

 

Quotient after n steps: 
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  [ ] .
1

i
n

Q n q rii
−= ∑

=

 

Error after the jth step: 

 

 [ ] | [ ] | jXe j Q j r
D

−= − <  

 

Partial remainder or residual: 

 

              [ ] .( . [ ])jW j r X D Q j= −

 

 

Partial remainder recurrence 

            Partial remainder updating: 

 

 1[ 1] . [ ] . jW j r W j D q ++ = −   

 

With initial partial remainder: 
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 [0]W X=  

 

Bounds on W[j]. These bounds are needed for convergence. 

  

              [ ]D W j D− < <

 

Quotient digit selection is, generally speaking, a function of the partial 

remainder and the divisor. 

 

 1 ( [ ], )jq QSEL W j D+ =  

 

Final remainder 

  
[ ]. [ ] 0

( [ ] ). [ ] 0

n

n

W n r if W n
REM

W n D r if W n

−

−

⎧ ⎫≥⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
+ <⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

 

 

Final quotient 

  
[ ] [ ] 0

[ ]
[ ] [ ] 0n

Q n if W n
Q final

Q n r if W n−

≥⎧ ⎫
= ⎨ ⎬

− <⎩ ⎭
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Containment condition and selection interval 

The containment condition ensures that the partial remainder is within the 

bounds and that the division will converge. The selection interval is used 

to choose the value of the next quotient digit for any given value of the 

current partial remainder. 

 

Selecting qj+1 = k when (r. W[j]) is in the interval: 

1. [ ] [ 1] . [ ] .k k jL r W j U LB W j r W j D q UB+≤ ≤ ⇒ ≤ + = − ≤
 

Therefore, 

1 1. .k j k jLB L D q and UB U D q+ += − = −  

With qj+1=a and –a, 

. .k kL r LB and U r UB= =  

Hence, 

 

. .( ) .LB r LB D a r LB aD= − − = +  or 

  . .
1

aLB D D
r

ρ= − = −
−  

. .UB r UB D a= −   or . .
1

aUB D D
r

ρ= =
−  
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To satisfy  

   [ ]D W n D− < <

 

=> Redundancy factor or index of redundancy 1ρ <  

 

However, when ρ equals to 1, the bounds are equal to +/-D. One solution 

is to have a restoration step at the end of the division to satisfy the bounds. 

This step is also needed anyway to obtain a remainder with the 

conventional sign when W[n] is negative. 

 

Selection interval 

Selecting qj+1 = k when (r. W[j]) is in the interval: 

( ).kU k Dρ= +  and ( )kL k .Dρ= − +  

 

where k takes any value in the quotient digit set. For example, with the 

quotient digit set {-2, -1, 0, 1, 2}, k will be -2, -1, 0, 1, or  2. 
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Overlap and continuity condition 

The continuity condition ensures that the next quotient digit can be 

selected from the chosen digit set and the division will converge. As 

indicated below, the sufficient requirement for continuity is the 

redundancy factor is greater or equal to ½, which is always satisfied by 

redundant numbers. Moreover, as the level of redundancy increases, the 

quotient digit selection is simpler because it allows more flexibility in 

choosing the next quotient digit. The flexibility, in turn, is because the 

redundancy permits corrections in the subsequent quotient digits if a 

quotient digit chosen is “a little” off. 

 

 
1 ( ) ( 1 ( )n n

k kOVL U L r k k r Dρ ρ− −
−= − − = + − − − + − ).

L r Dρ −= − +

 

             OV  (2. 1 ).n

 

For OVL ≥0 

1 1
2 2

nrρ
−−

≥ ≥   

 

This is always satisfied for redundant numbers. 
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For a truncated divisor with δ fractional bits and partial remainder with t 

fractional bits: 

 

1. .( 2 )k i k iU d L d δ−
− − + 0≥  

 1(2 1). ( ).2 ) 2
2

ta δρ ρ − −− − − + ≥
 

  max min( 1). ( ).( 2 ) |i ik d k d δρ ρ ε−+ − − − + + ≥ + −ε  

 

   

max min(2 1). ( ).(2 ) |id k δρ ρ ε−− − − + ≥ + −ε

[ ] | . . . . . .r W j r D r D W r p D

 

 

 Range of partial remainder estimate:  

 

   | . max min
ˆρ ρ ε ε≤ ⇒ − − ≤ ≤ −

⎥⎦

 

 

For a t bit truncation of W 

  ˆ2 2t n

t t
r D W r Dρ ρ− −− − ≤ ≤ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣ ⎦ ⎣

 

For ε max = ε min = 0 (full precision for partial remainder) 
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  (2 1). ( ).(2 ) 0id k δρ ρ −− − − + ≥  

 

  
2 1 (2 1).2 .
( ) ( 2

i
i

dd
a r

δ

)
ρ ρ
ρ ρ

− − −
≤ =

− −
 

 

 For truncation of two’s complement numbers, ε min = 0 and ε max =2-t 

 

  (2 1). ( ).2 2 t
id k δρ ρ − −− − − + ≥  

 

 For Dmin = 1/2 and k = a 

  

1(2 1). ( ).2 ) 2
2

ta δρ ρ − −− − − + ≥  

 
 

Robertson’s plot: new vs. shifted old partial remainder 

Robertson’s plot [4] is an useful graph to describe the relation between the new 

partial remainder and the shifted (old) partial remainder, which is the basic 

recurrence equation: 

  W 1[ 1] . [ ] . jj r W j D q ++ = −  
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 Based on the shifted partial remainder, the next quotient digit is selected, and the 

new partial remainder is derived from the graph as shown in Figure 1. There is an 

overlap region, where more than one possible quotient digit can be selected, for 

example q =1 and 2 as shown in Figure 1.  Also, as shown in the figure, an 

overestimate of the quotient (q = 2) results in changing the sign of the partial 

remainder, i.e., the sign of the partial remainder may oscillate. Convergence is 

therefore from both sides of the true quotient, while it is always from below in the 

paper and pencil division method .  The rectangle determined by +/-D on y-axis 

and +/-4D on x-axis represents the range of the new partial remainder and the 

shifted partial remainder. 

 

 

Figure1 Robertson’s plot for radix 4 and a =3 (partially shown for negative q) 
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P-D Plot for the radix 4 maximally redundant division 

The P-D plot is also very useful in deriving the quotient selection. The y-

axis represents the shifted (old) partial remainder while the x-axis 

represents the divisor. For a value of the divisor and a possible quotient 

digit, there is a correspondent range for the shifted partial remainder. Also, 

there is an overlap region where more than one possible quotient digit can 

be selected. On each iteration, based on the value of the shifted partial 

remainder, a quotient digit is chosen and the new partial remainder is 

computed from the basic recurrence equation: 

1[ 1] . [ ] . jW j r W j D q ++ = −  

 

Assume that D is normalized in [1/2, 1), only one fractional bit of D and 

four (3.1) bits of W are necessary for quotient selection logic. If D is in [1. 

2) as in the IEEE Floating Point Standard [6], only one fractional bit of D 

and four integer bits of W are necessary. However, if W is of a redundant 

form such as the carry save format, then the number of bits of W that are 

needed to be considered  is certainly more than four. The P-D plot is 

shown in Figure 2. It is interesting to note that the problem is the same for 

D being in the binades [1/2 1) and [1 2). The narrower the range of D, the 

simpler is quotient selection. For example, if D can be limited to the half 
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binade [1 3/2) instead of [1 2) then quotient selection is simpler. Selection 

constants are then independent of D and represented by three horizontal 

lines y=1, y=2, and y=3 as indicated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2  P-D plot for radix 4 with maximal redundancy
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2.1.2 Latency of digit recurrence dividers 

The latency of a digital divider depends on the time spent in each iteration 

and the number of iterations necessary to compute. The number of 

iterations, in turn, depends on the chosen radix and the desired precision, 

i.e., the number of quotient digit bits generated in each iteration and the 

total number of quotient digits needed. Generally speaking, as indicated in 

Figure 3, the critical path or cycle time needed to perform each iteration is 

a function of the quotient digit selection logic, the logic that forms divisor 

multiples and the adder that computes the new residual/partial remainder 

or its estimate, which is usually in carry save form. Furthermore, division 

can be carried out in one cycle or multiple cycles as depicted in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3  Division step and timing 
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Figure 4 Division schemes: a) totally sequential; b) totally combinational; c) combined  
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To speed up division, there are the following alternatives: 

1) Simplify the quotient digit selection logic by choosing radix 2 and by using a 

redundant adder to compute the new partial remainder estimate [2]. However, 

although the time to perform each iteration is reduced, the total time needed 

for the whole division is lengthened due to a higher number of iterations 

needed for a given precision (e.g., at least 53 iterations are required for 53 b 

significand of the  standard IEEE FP double precision). 

2) Use a higher radix such as 8, 16, or above to reduce the number of iterations. 

Such reduction unfortunately does come with other costs – for example, more 

complicated quotient digit selection logic (a bigger lookup table) and the 

difficulty of forming certain multiples of the divisor. The cycle time therefore 

is increased since more time is needed to compute in each iteration. The 

overall result is that the total time for division is not reduced linearly as the 

radix increases. Moreover, to keep the cycle time on par with that of the core, 

companion approaches that consume more power and area such as pre-scaling 

of operands, overlapping, and speculation of quotient digit selection are 

employed. Such cost in the area and power may prohibit the high radix choice 

in applications where the power and area are of most concern. 

3) Radix 4 is found to be a reasonable choice in many applications thanks to its 

relatively short cycle time (on par with that of the core of most modern 
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processors) and a relatively small number of iterations, as well as the 

relatively lower power, and area than a higher radix choice. Radix 4 division 

exists mainly in two flavors: minimal redundancy with quotient digit set {-2, -

1, 0, 1, 2} and maximal redundancy [1] with quotient digit set {-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 

2, 3}. Between the two, the minimal redundancy approach has the advantage 

of the simple forming of the multiples of the divisor (-2, -1, 1, and 2), whereas 

the other has the advantage of simpler quotient digit selection which can be 

implemented with no lookup table. The radix 4 minimally redundant division 

can be found in modern processors. 

4) Sequential or combinational or hybrid schemes. 

In sequential schemes, one quotient digit – for example 2 bits for radix 4 – is 

generated in each iteration. At least N iterations or cycles are needed to 

produce N quotient digits. In combinational schemes, one iteration or cycle 

can produce N quotient digits. The combinational scheme can be done by 

cascading N identical blocks with each block generating one quotient digit. A 

hybrid scheme is a mix of sequential and combinational schemes. Its area and 

delay are between the sequential and combinational schemes. One interesting 

hybrid scheme is to cascade two radix 2 blocks to get the effect of the radix 4. 

Although this approach is relatively simple, it does reduce the speed and 

therefore may not be applicable for high speed applications.  
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2.1.3 Advantages and disadvantages of the radix 4 

maximal redundancy approach 

In this research, the concentration is on the radix 4 maximal redundancy 

approach with the quotient digit set {-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3}, which has the 

following disadvantages and advantages. 

1) Disadvantages 

a) Requires the computing of hard multiples (+/- 3 times of divisor), 

which, unlike easy multiples (such as +/-2 times of divisor), cannot 

be formed easily. 

b) With radix 4 maximal redundancy, the redundancy index ρ=1 and 

the bounds of the remainder are equal to +/-D. Since by definition 

|W[n]| < D, one step of correction is needed to satisfy the bounds. 

However, if the conventional sign (same sign with dividend) of the 

final remainder is a must – for example, required by the IEEE FP 

standard – then this step would be needed anyway. Therefore, this 

is not really a disadvantage unless the remainder can be of any 

sign. Alternatively, one can restrict the bounds. 

2) Advantages 

a) Quotient digit selection logic is simpler. Even a lookup table may 

be avoided; just comparing with “simple” constants is necessary. 

The simpler the design, the less chance for “smart” bugs to escape 
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detection. The Pentium division bug in the lookup table cost Intel a 

significant amount of money. 

 

b) Due to the high cost of interconnects in nanometer technology, a 

simpler quotient digit selection logic can significantly speed up the 

iteration or reduce the cycle time. Therefore, there is a possibility 

that opens an opportunity to form a radix 16 division from two 

radix 4 division stages [7]. That radix 16 division most likely 

operates at a relatively high frequency. 

 

c) Compared to a radix 2 division, the number of iterations is halved. 

 

d) Compared to a higher radix division, the cycle time is on par with 

that of a processor without requiring operand pre-scaling, quotient 

digit selection overlapping or speculating, which imposes overhead 

in terms of area and power. This is an important advantage because 

it is usually preferred to have the divider run at the same clock rate 

as the core. 

 

The purpose of this research is therefore to attempt to suppress the 

disadvantages and to simultaneously maximize the advantages of the 
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algorithm in the context of nanometer technology. The research also 

explores the alternatives in architecture and implementation to develop 

reasonable and novel ideas and apply these ideas in modern digital divider 

designs. 
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2.2 Previous work 

A comprehensive treatment of the theory of the digit recurrence division method 

has been published [2] based on the works of the author and other researchers as 

well. This is the foundation of digit recurrence division and served as the basis for 

deriving algorithms and architectures as well as realizations. Early research 

related to digital division can be found in [8]. 

  

A common way to speed up the digit recurrence division method is to use a 

redundant digit set to represent the quotient [2]. Although such a redundant 

format can be used within the divider, eventually the format needs to be converted 

to a conventional binary one to communicate with the outside world, for example 

when the quotient is sent to the register file or another arithmetic unit. A method 

to convert the quotient on-the-fly that is in redundant format to normal binary 

format has been discussed [9]. This method offers an advantage in speed because 

it does not require an extra cycle. It also does not require an adder to perform the 

conversion. However, a large number of flipflops are needed – at least two sets 

and even three sets if rounding to the nearest number is required. The number of 

sequential elements is proportional to the width of the data path, i.e., more than 53 

bits for double precision. Furthermore, these registers shift every clock cycle to 

update their values. Such consumption of area and power may not be acceptable 
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for some types of applications. To avoid shifting, a counter can be used to keep 

track so the data can be shifted into its final position. Furthermore, one set of 

registers can be avoided if the quotient is encoded in an appropriate way [10]. 

 

One of the benefits of the on-the-fly conversion is to avoid extra cycles for 

conversion. However, if the conversion is done in the same cycle(s) with rounding 

then the conversion cycle(s) can be hidden. Also, if the clock cycle time is shorter 

thanks to the simpler quotient selection logic, then the time overhead in doing the 

conversion can be accepted and the design still has better performance over all. 

That is the approach taken in this research. Moreover, if such a conversion 

happens in only one cycle then the power would be less than if shifting happens 

every cycle on a large number of registers. 

 

To minimize the power consumed by division, several ideas have been suggested 

[11]. The division is retimed to improve the cycle time. The retiming combined 

with a radix 4 and minimal redundancy shows some improvement in cycle time 

while keeping the same area. The proposal in [11] extends the approach presented 

recently of pre-storing the selection constants corresponding to the actual value of 

the divisor and determining the quotient digit by carry-free subtraction and sign 

detection. 
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General criteria are presented in [12] for synthesizing the digit selection rule and 

remainder updating for any radix and the index of redundancy. This paper also 

presents a method of combining the use of overredundant digit sets with the pre-

scaling of the divisor to get trivial digit selection functions. A modified on-the-fly 

conversion is introduced to convert overredundant numbers to conventional ones. 

 

In [13], the authors present a radix 2 division using the digit set {-2, -1, 0, +1, +2} 

to simplify the digit select function, which depends only on the two most 

significant digits of the partial remainder and is independent of the divisor. A 

reduction technique to convert overredundant to conventional numbers is also 

introduced. The result is a division that is faster than the traditional radix 2 SRT 

without pre-scaling and slightly slower than the one with pre-scaling, but saves 

the hardware required for scaling.   

 

In [10], the authors’ contributions include a number of ways to reduce power: 

• Retime the recurrence so that the quotient selection logic is at the 

end of the previous cycle instead of the beginning of the current 

cycle. Consequently, only b MSBs of the partial remainder are on 

the critical path. This creates an opportunity to save power in the 

non-critical paths of (m-b) LSBs using low Vdd, i.e., trading 

positive slacks for power saving. 
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• Switch off the inactive blocks and gate clocks. 

 

• Reduce glitches by balancing delays. The delay balancing is done 

under the deterministic approach. In reality, due to increasing 

variations in the CMOS process, the saving in real life may be 

quite different than what the authors present. A statistical approach 

is more appropriate for delay sensitive power saving. 

 

• Use a higher radix to store the partial remainder (in carry save 

form), which reduces the number of flipflops needed to store 

carries, one for every digit instead of log2 (r).  

 

• Recode the quotient digits to avoid QP (for rounding). 

 

• Modify the on-the-fly conversion by avoiding shifting registers and 

instead loading the quotient digit in its final position by using a 

counter to keep track. 

 

Quotient prediction without pre-scaling has been discussed [14]. The study 

analyzes an SRT radix B division algorithm, where the determination of the 
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quotient digits is performed in parallel with the updating of the partial remainder 

without using pre-scaling. The authors present examples of radix 2 (and radix 4 

briefly) division designs using their prediction schemes and compare them to the 

traditional ones. They estimate that their proposed algorithms can have the delay 

comparable with that of the classical radix B2 designs without prediction, but 

requiring less hardware. 

 

Different architectures and implementations of division have been discussed [15]. 

The paper analyzes the effects of radix 2 and radix 4 SRT divider architectures 

and circuit families on area and performance. The authors conclude that divider 

performance is a weak function of architectures but a very strong function of 

circuit techniques. 

 

The implementation of higher radix division built from lower radix division has 

been published [16]. The paper presents an implementation using three 

overlapping stages of SRT radix 2 quotient selection logic to enable an effective 

radix 8 division at 167 MHz, while only one radix 2 quotient selection logic delay 

is seen in the critical path. Speculation of the partial remainder and quotient 

computing also improves the cycle time. The quotient selection logic is slightly 

modified to prevent the formation of a negative partial remainder for exact results. 

This quotient selection logic saves latency and hardware because the partial 
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remainder no longer needs to be restored before calculating the sticky bit for 

rounding. 

 

A fast low power shared division and square root architecture has been discussed 

in [17]. The authors develop, for the first time, the GST (generalized Svoboda 

[18] and Tung [19] approach) square-root architecture without requiring an 

additional division by the scaling factor after the square-root operation. 

Quantitative comparison of the speed and power of SRT and GST designs are 

given. Their simulations demonstrate that the latency of the minimally redundant 

GST architecture is 35% smaller compared to the SRT. For the same latency, the 

minimally redundant GST architecture can save more than 20% power compared 

to the maximally redundant SRT approach.   

 

Another way to improve the performance of division is to use aggressive circuit 

techniques such as dynamic or self-timed circuits. A self-timed implementation of 

radix 2 division has been published [20]. The same execution time of division and 

square root is achieved by using on-the-fly digit recoding and a root multiple 

generation technique. Most of the hardware is shared, but only several 

multiplexers are required to exchange a divisor multiple for a root multiple. The 

implementation is done in 0.3 um CMOS technology and the delay is less than 30 

ns for a 55-b full mantissa. 
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In a division architecture where on-the-fly conversion is not employed, an adder 

may do the conversion of the redundant quotient to an irredundant format. There 

is much research on adders. And Ling’s adder is used widely as a result of its 

advantage in speed and area.  Such a high speed adder design has been studied 

[21] where the author presents a static and fast implementation based on the 

Ling’s adder. The 32-bit addition can be done in a 4 complex gate delay using the 

reduced carry and shifted propagate signals of Ling’s adder. The local sums are 

similar to the scheme in conditional sums. Although the study lacks a 

consideration of interconnect delay, the performance of the implementation is 

impressive. 
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2.3 Motivation 

As technology keeps changing, there is a need to explore different design 

tradeoffs and alternatives. For example, in the old technologies where die area is 

very important and transistors are slow, it would make sense to avoid an adder for 

quotient conversion and speed up the division by doing the on-the-fly conversion. 

By the same token, in a new technology where many millions of transistors are 

available in a relatively small silicon area, it is beneficial to use an adder for the 

conversion. It not only simplifies the algorithm but also saves power because only 

one cycle is used for the conversion instead of shifting a larger number of 

registers in every cycle. Also, such an adder may not affect the latency if 

conversion and rounding is done in the same cycle with the same adder.  

Similarly, in the old technologies, radix 4 maximally redundant division has been 

avoided, mainly because it requires an odd multiple of the divisor, which needs to 

be formed with an adder unless extra delay and hardware for updating partial 

remainder are accepted.  

 

It is worth mentioning that the complexity of the quotient selection logic of the 

radix 4 minimally redundant division is much higher than that of the radix 4 

maximally redundant division. Such complexity puts a burden on the design and 

verification effort. And escaped bugs, if any, would be very costly, as in the case 
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of the well known division bug in the family of Pentium 4 processors, which used 

a radix 4 minimally redundant divider.  

 

Whereas one can study different architectures and implementations without 

actually mapping them into a particular technology, it is more accurate to evaluate 

alternatives and tradeoffs if they are put in the context of a specific technology or 

family of technologies. In the past, many design failures resulting from not tying 

the architecture to the technology. The physical limitations may not only hinder 

the design process but also may require significant changes in the architecture. 

 

Although there are many published designs of dividers, it is hard to find designs 

actually done in nanometer CMOS technology. Therefore, one aspect of this 

research is to shed more light onto the relationship between technology and 

designs. Even within very similar designs, alternatives and tradeoffs in nanometer 

technology can only be well understood if they are actually implemented in that 

technology. That is because every technology has its own unique characteristics – 

for example, parasitic capacitance, resistance, interconnects, and gate delay are 

very different in the nanometer technology. In addition, some second order effects 

such as well proximity effect (WPE  that affects speed of devices) and across chip 

length variation (ACLV that restricts layouts) become significant in nanometer 

technology. Real physical libraries and design are needed to capture these effects.  
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3.1 The research approach 

To accomplish the research to shed light on divider designs in nanometer 

technology, and in order to produce results that can be directly applicable to 

commercial products, an industry standard low power 65 nm CMOS process and 

cell libraries are used.  All the designs are created with the same flow and go 

through the same process in order to have a fair and reasonable comparison 

between them and meaningful conclusions. 

 

To create a design, first of all, the design is modeled in a pseudo-structural 

format, which is discussed later. The algorithm is verified so that the division is 

done correctly against the conventional and the IEEE standard. Only after passing 

the logic verification, the design is then transformed into a physical design, 

particularly associated with the 65 nm process and cell libraries. Although this 

research concentrates on the data path, especially the part that generates the 

quotient digits and updates the partial remainders, the control part is also included 

in order to perform functional testing. The control part does not affect the 

comparison of designs, since it adds the same amount of hardware to each design. 

Moreover, the control of a design is a byproduct of that particular algorithm that 

is exploited in the design, and therefore including the control in the picture is 
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natural and makes sense. For the same reason, designs include the required 

hardware for the restoration step and conversion. 

In order to produce a reasonable result, many iterations are required between 

design modification and physical representation. To verify that the physical view 

is correct, functional testing against the reference model is carried out. This is 

similar to functional testing of the RTL model except that one test uses the 

technology independent RTL model and the other uses the gate level netlist 

specifically associated with the 65 nm cell libraries and technology. Alternatively, 

a comparison between the physical view and the RTL model can be used to prove 

the correctness of the design. Of course, formal verification can be used, though is 

not considered in this research. 

 

The other aspects of the back end check process such as EM analysis, IR drops, 

and coupling fixes are not particularly interesting in this research since they are 

very straightforward, of second or third order effect, and have a similar effect on 

all design alternatives considered in this research. Although a custom design 

approach probably produces a better design, it is not employed in this research 

because it requires more a manual/ labor intensive circuit and physical design 

process. The relative performance and cost of the design alternatives are more 

meaningful and significant in evaluating these designs than the absolute ones. 

Moreover, even within the same technology, the performance and cost are 
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different depending on whether the technology is optimized for low power, low 

leakage, or high speed. By the same token, the same design realized in 90 nm 

CMOS technology may be as fast as or even faster than the one realized in 65 nm 

CMOS technology if the 90 nm process is optimized for high speed while the 65 

nm process is optimized for low power. It is the relative performance and cost 

between the design alternatives in a given technology process that are significant. 
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Design overview 

As briefly discussed in the above sections, a chosen design flow that is simple but 

quite effective is used in this research to evaluate different design alternatives. 

The flow is depicted in Figure 5. It is worth mentioning here that the exhaustive 

simulations are carried out to make sure that the RTL model as well as the 

physical design perform divisions as expected. Many  millions of test vectors are 

applied for the exhaustive testing. Also, the corner cases such as divided by one 

and  divided by itself are tested and pass – even though the data path may not 

need to take care of these cases. 
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Figure 5  Design flow used in my research  
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After the algorithm and architecture are picked, the design is described in a RTL 

model using a pseudo-structural form – an intermediate format – which is then 

transformed by a transformer to the RTL Verilog model. The transformer is 

scripted using Perl language. The correctness of the RTL model is verified by 

comparing the RTL model to a reference model. The reference model is at a very 

high level, and is a very abstract model of the algorithm. In this research, the 

reference model for division does not exist and therefore has to be created. The 

reference model is generated based on the division method that is similar to the 

paper and pencil method taught in elementary school; of course it is based on 

radix 4 instead 10. The design is then translated into a physical design using an 

industry standard low power 65 nm CMOS technology and libraries. The physical 

view is verified by writing out from the physical design a gate level Verilog 

netlist that is then used to compare against the reference model. Alternatively, one 

can perform an equivalence checking between gate level Verilog netlist (that is 

considered as a revised design) against the RTL model (that is considered as the 

reference design in this equivalency check). Following the physical design is the 

analysis and report phase where the timing, area and power estimates are 

obtained. In order to get a reasonable design, many iterations are carried out 

before design convergence is achieved. 
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3.2 Design modeling 

Verilog hardware description language is employed as a means to explore the 

design space in this research. Although any HDL can be used, Verilog is now the 

de facto industry standard for hardware modeling. Actually, in this research, an 

intermediate format that can be considered as a pseudo-structural or pseudo-gate 

format is used for modeling. There are several reasons for this: 

1) The pseudo-structural format bridges the gap between the 

behavioral and the structural model. While the behavioral model 

removes the burden from the designers by not requiring them to 

know the details of the implementation and allows early and fast 

debugging thanks to short run time in verification, it is unable to 

capture the implementation intentions. By the same token, while 

the structural model has all the details of the intended 

implementation, it requires knowledge of the design details, which 

are usually not available in the top down approach.  The structural 

model also requires a long run time for verification because 

simulations run at gate level instead of register level as in case of 

the behavioral model, which can substantially speed up the bug 

discovering process. 
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2) The pseudo-structural format allows a compact code, which is 

easily read and debugged. In addition, this pseudo-gate format 

does not require the full knowledge and syntax of Verilog because 

the transformer takes care of the details of the Verilog language. 

To have a short and dense RTL code is very preferred in practice. 

 

3) The pseudo-structural format helps the designer capture some sort 

of structure. This is also useful if a full custom design is needed 

because it can help bridge the gap between logic and circuit 

designers by helping the circuit designer better understand  the 

intention of implementation. 

 

 

4) By using scripting to transform the pseudo-structural format to 

Verilog, some directives and pragmas such as synthesis directives 

can be automatically inserted and be maintained along the design 

process. Furthermore, the coding style and consistency can be 

reinforced by the transformer. For example, to create a coding style 

to do clock gating, the transformer can transform to a target 

Verilog code as follows: 
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Table 1  Example of using the transformer to enforce coding style 

 

 

Pseudo-structural code: 

gflop1(q, enable, clk, d); 

 

Target Verilog code: 

 

Always (@posedge clk) 

begin 

 If (enable) q <= d; 

end 

 

 

 

To avoid racing at the transistor level simulation using a transistor level 

netlist, the transformer can put extra delay in the sequential elements. That 

is because a transistor may be modeled with some delay. In that case, a 

target Verilog code may look like the following: 
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Table 2  Example of using the transformer to produce consistent coding 

 

 

Pseudo-structural code: 

fflop1(q, clk, d); 

 

Target Verilog code: 

wire d_int; 

assign #DELAY d_int = d; 

always (@posedge clk) 

begin 

 q <= d_int; 

end 

 

 

 

In short, the transformer can perform details and enforce the coding 

style along the design so that it produces consistent and better quality 

results. 
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Below are other examples of code written in the intermediate format then 

converted to Verilog.  

 

Table 3  A latch in pseudo-structural and Verilog format 

 

Pseudo-structural code: 

lat2(q,   clk, d); 

 

Verilog code: 

wire   #DELAY d_1 = d; 

always @ (clk or d_1) 

begin 

 if (~clk)  q = d_1; 

end 
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Table 4  A flipflop in pseudo-structural and Verilog format 

 

Pseudo-structural code: 

fflop1(q[57:0],   clk, d[57:0]); 

 

Verilog code: 

wire  [57:0]  #DELAY d_1 = d; 

always @ (posedge clk) 

begin 

 q <= d_1; 

end 

 

 

 

Table 5  A combinational gate in pseudo-structural and Verilog format 

 

Pseudo-structural code: 

gate(z,  a & b |c); 

 

Verilog code: 

assign z  = a & b | c; 
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Table  6  A 4-to-1 MUX in pseudo-structural and Verilog format 

 

Pseudo-structural code: 

mux4e(z, sel1, sel0, m3d, m2d, md, 0);  

 

Verilog code: 

wire [1:0] sel; 

assign sel = {sel[1], sel[0]}; 

always @ (sel or m3d or m2d or md or 0) 

 case (sel) // synopsys infer_mux 

 0: z = 0; 

 1: z = md; 

 2: z = m2d; 

 3: z = m3d; 

 // synopsys translate_off  

 default: z = 'bx; 

 // synopsys translate_on  

 endcase 
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Table 7  A 2-to-1 MUX  in pseudo-structural and Verilog format 

 

Pseudo-structural code: 

mux2e(z,  sel, a, b); 

 

Verilog code: 

always @ (sel or a or b) 

 z = sel ? a : b; 
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3.3 Design verification 

In order to test the RTL model, a golden or reference model has to be created if 

such a model does not exist. Based on the paper and pencil method to do division, 

a reference model is created in the pseudo-structural format. A test bench is also 

written to perform the test. Although the corner and special cases may not be 

needed to be performed by the main data path hardware, because such cases can 

be detected and handled differently if needed, the test bench also covers these 

cases. In order to generate test vectors automatically, a random mechanism is 

used. This random automation allows a lot of tests to be done with little effort and 

time. Testing is actually carried out with millions of test vectors in a short time. 

Of course, the formal method can also be used. 

 

 

Figure 6 Concept of verifying RTL model based on random vectors 
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As shown in Figure 6, the same random input vectors are applied to both the 

reference and RTL models, and their outputs are compared to discover any 

mismatches. The result from verification will report such mismatches. Table 8 is 

an example of the output from testing. 

 

Table 8  Sample output of testing model for correct functionality 

 

>>>>> Match: sgl r_f[51:29]=4af40c <=> r_f_ref[51:29]=4af40c at time=                2060 

***** rs_f = 95e8180000000 = 1001010111101000000110000000000000000000000000000000 

***** rt_f = 0000000000000 = 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

>>>>> Match: dbl r_f=3e30106d7cd0d <=> r_f_ref=3e30106d7cd0d at time=                7160 

***** rs_f = 3e30106d7cd0d = 0011111000110000000100000110110101111100110100001101 

***** rt_f = 0000000000000 = 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

>>>>> Match: dbl r_f=df78c7cfde9f9 <=> r_f_ref=df78c7cfde9f9 at time=               10860 

***** rs_f = df78c7cfde9f9 = 1101111101111000110001111100111111011110100111111001 

***** rt_f = 0000000000000 = 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

>>>>> Match: sgl r_f[51:29]=3c262e <=> r_f_ref[51:29]=3c262e at time=               12960 

***** rs_f = 784c5c0000000 = 0111100001001100010111000000000000000000000000000000 

***** rt_f = 0000000000000 = 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

>>>>> Match: sgl r_f[51:29]=66dc7b <=> r_f_ref[51:29]=66dc7b at time=               16660 

***** rs_f = cdb8f60000000 = 1100110110111000111101100000000000000000000000000000 

***** rt_f = 0000000000000 = 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

>>>>> Match: sgl r_f[51:29]=424ae6 <=> r_f_ref[51:29]=424ae6 at time=               20260 
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***** rs_f = 8495cc0000000 = 1000010010010101110011000000000000000000000000000000 

***** rt_f = 0000000000000 = 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

>>>>> Match: dbl r_f=42120557845aa <=> r_f_ref=42120557845aa at time=               25460 

***** rs_f = 42120557845aa = 0100001000010010000001010101011110000100010110101010 

***** rt_f = 0000000000000 = 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

>>>>> Match: sgl r_f[51:29]=01f4b4 <=> r_f_ref[51:29]=01f4b4 at time=               27560 

***** rs_f = 03e9680000000 = 0000001111101001011010000000000000000000000000000000 

***** rt_f = 0000000000000 = 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

>>>>> Match: sgl r_f[51:29]=3156ac <=> r_f_ref[51:29]=3156ac at time=               31260 

***** rs_f = 62ad580000000 = 0110001010101101010110000000000000000000000000000000 

***** rt_f = 0000000000000 = 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

>>>>> Match: dbl r_f=30aca9e314c3c <=> r_f_ref=30aca9e314c3c at time=               36360 

***** rs_f = 30aca9e314c3c = 0011000010101100101010011110001100010100110000111100 

***** rt_f = 0000000000000 = 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

>>>>> Match: sgl r_f[51:29]=000000 <=> r_f_ref[51:29]=000000 at time=               38560 

***** rs_f = e618a20000000 = 1110011000011000101000100000000000000000000000000000 

***** rt_f = e618a20000000 = 1110011000011000101000100000000000000000000000000000 

+++++ Number of tests so far =   800000000 

>>>>> Match: sgl r_f[51:29]=00f6d9 <=> r_f_ref[51:29]=00f6d9 at time=       2919999998360 

***** rs_f = 477c680000000 = 0100011101111100011010000000000000000000000000000000 

***** rt_f = 4509920000000 = 0100010100001001100100100000000000000000000000000000 

+++++ Number of tests so far =   900000000 

>>>>> Match: sgl r_f[51:29]=244d7b <=> r_f_ref[51:29]=244d7b at time=       3284999998360 

***** rs_f = 0191cc0000000 = 0000000110010001110011000000000000000000000000000000 

***** rt_f = 9151b00000000 = 1001000101010001101100000000000000000000000000000000 
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+++++ Number of tests so far =  1000000000 

>>>>> Match: dbl r_f=6c73220654830 <=> r_f_ref=6c73220654830 at time=      3649999999860 

***** rs_f = a52e5499b4593 = 1010010100101110010101001001100110110100010110010011 

***** rt_f = 27d983368bb66 = 0010011111011001100000110011011010001011101101100110 

+++++ Number of tests so far =  1100000000 

>>>>> Match: dbl r_f=5f3e815a903e7 <=> r_f_ref=5f3e815a903e7 at time=       4014999999860 

***** rs_f = 00efaaf71045e = 0000000011101111101010101111011100010000010001011110 

***** rt_f = 768793f27e97e = 0111011010000111100100111111001001111110100101111110 

+++++ Number of tests so far =  1200000000 

>>>>> Match: dbl r_f=7651ad306f920 <=> r_f_ref=7651ad306f920 at time=       4379999999860 

***** rs_f = 1c8014622c38c = 0001110010000000000101000110001000101100001110001100 

***** rt_f = 8524f6f8319df = 1000010100100100111101101111100000110001100111011111 
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After the design is mapped to the physical design, there is a need to verify that the 

physical design can perform division as expected. The verification is done by first 

building the gate level Verilog netlist, and then this netlist is used to check against 

the reference model. The gate level netlist actually contains the cells given from 

cell libraries and technology, while the RTL model does not have any information 

about technology or the specific cell libraries. 

 

 

Figure 7 Concept of verifying the implementation based on random vectors 

 

As shown in Figure 7, the concept is similar to the concept presented in Figure 6, 

except that the physical design is a low-level representation of the design, and 

associated with a specific technology and specific libraries. Because of this level 

of details, simulations tend to run more slowly than the RTL model. Fortunately, 

most of the bugs are discovered from RTL simulations, which run pretty fast. 
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3.4 Physical design 

A physical design flow is a means to map the high level description of the design 

into the physical implementation that meets the design goals – in terms of area, 

power, and timing. Also, the physical results can be used to evaluate different 

alternatives or to confirm a design. Figure 8 shows the major steps to achieve that 

objective. The synthesis process goes through two major stages. In the first stage, 

logic optimization and technology independent mapping using the RTL Verilog 

netlist and the reference libraries are performed before the design is actually 

mapped to the specific target libraries. In the second stage, the physical synthesis 

happens. First, a coarse placement is created then legalized before the actual 

optimization is carried out. 

 

In this design flow, the physical optimization step is performed using first all 

NVT (normal VT) cells. It is the next step – the incremental optimization – that 

will replace NVT with HVT (high VT) cells to reduce leakage power in an 

incremental way based on the result of the previous optimization. Also, in the last 

incremental optimization, LVT (low VT) cells are employed to increase 

performance while trying to keep the power and area low. Inputs to the physical 

synthesis are the result of the first stage among others as indicated in the figure. 

The physical reference libraries carry the physical information of the cells that the 
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design is mapped to. The TLU+ RC model is used for the tool to estimate the 

interconnect delay for timing driven optimization. The design constraints are what 

the designer has to supply. 
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Figure 8  Physical synthesis process 
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Technology and corner 

The physical synthesis is performed with the industry standard low power 65 nm 

CMOS process and libraries. The libraries are characterized at the corner (PVT) = 

(SS, 1.05V, 125C). Both PMOS and NMOS devices are slowest at the SS process 

corner, while they are fastest at the FF process corner. The TT process corner is 

between the SS and FF process corner. 

 

It is worth mentioning that the SS corner may be twice as slow as the TT corner. 

Therefore, if the TT corner is used for characterization as in the mainstream PC 

processor design, the cycle time would be shortened. Also, if better libraries are 

available, the results would be better. 
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Chapter 4 

Design A: a radix 4 maximally redundant divider 

Design A is based on radix 4 maximally redundant division. Figure 9 below 

shows the block diagram of the divider.  

 

The input operands are assumed to conform to the IEEE Floating Point format [6], 

which has 3 parts: sign, exponent, and significand. For single precision, the 

exponent is 8 bits, significand is 23 bits plus the hidden one. For double precision, 

the exponent is 11 bits, significand is 52 bits plus the hidden one. The sign bit 

contains the sign of the operand. It is also the sign of the significand. In all the 

designs, it is assumed that the unused bits in single precision mode are in LSBs. 

The format of the output is similar to that of the input operands. The hidden one is 

not part of the output and is truly hidden. 

 

Because of the sign and magnitude nature of the significand, division performed 

on the significands is carried out as if they were positive. Therefore, the divisor is 

positive and so is the initial partial remainder. However, during iterations, the 

partial remainder may ping-pong between being negative and positive. The sign 

of the quotient is directly derived from signs of the input operands. 
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Figure 9  Block diagram 
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First, the operands are latched in the cycle following the assertion of the reset and 

division start signals. It takes one or more cycles to perform the following tasks:  

1) Insert the hidden one to both operands. With the inserted ones, both 

operands are now in the range [1, 2). In order to ensure that the final 

quotient is also in the range [1, 2), it is necessary to detect to see if the 

dividend X is bigger than the divisor D. If that is the case, then the 

dividend needs to be right shifted one bit position to get  1 ≤  X <. D < 2,  

i.e.,   ½ ≤ Q = X/D < 1. To get the final quotient in the range [1,2),  left 

shifting one bit position is needed. If X is not constrained to be less than D 

then the final quotient is in the range (1/2, 2), which is two binades. 

Consequently, One more quotient digit needs to be generated. Therefore, 

the division latency is increased by one clock cycle. 

2) Extend both operands from 53 bits to 58 bits. The details of the extra 

bits can be accounted for as follows: because of the possible right shift of 

the dividend as mentioned above, there is a need to add an extra LSB to 

prevent losing one data bit. The other extra 4 bits are zero extension and 

are needed to accommodate the range of the partial remainder. In this 

design, the partial remainder is in the carry save redundant format*. 

* In the carry save redundant format, a number is represented by two vectors: sum and carry. The value of the 

number is computed by adding these two vectors. Generally speaking, for any redundant format, a number 

can have more than one representation. 
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As shown in detail later, in order to compute the quotient digit, 5 integer and 1 

fractional bits – noted as 5.1 –  of the sum and carry part of the partial remainder 

need to be examined. These bits are added to compute the estimate of the partial 

remainder with an uncertainty of –0 and  +(1 - 2 ulp). The uncertainty puts the 

range of estimate of the partial remainder in the range of (-9, 8) instead of (-8, 8) 

as in the case of the full precision partial remainder. 

 
 
In the next cycle, the prepared operands are latched and the first quotient digit is 

computed. Only 5.1 bits of carry and 5.1 bits of sum of the partial remainder are 

necessary to compute the next quotient digit. Because this design is based on 

maximal redundancy, the quotient selection logic is quite simple. More details 

will follow.  For the first quotient digit computation, the sum part of the partial 

remainder is actually the prepared dividend while the carry part is initialized to 0. 

After figuring out the next quotient digit, the partial remainder is updated using 

CSA and remains in the carry save redundant form. This is essential to speed up 

the quotient computation step and reduce the division latency because a full carry 

propagation is avoided. 

 

 The format to store the quotient digit is chosen to be sign/magnitude form, for the 

quotient is stored in two vectors – p for the positive part and n for the negative 
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part – that are added eventually to convert the redundant quotient to an 

irredundant format. Therefore, 3 bits are required to store the quotient that uses 

the digit set {-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3}. Every clock cycle, 2 quotient bits are either 

latched into the p or n registers depending on whether the quotient digit is positive 

or negative. To save power, clock gating can be applied to these registers because 

only 2 flipflops are needed to be clocked every clock cycle. However, due to 

some overhead of clock gating, the net saving is near zero or even negative if the 

number of gated registers is only 2. Therefore, it is better to keep the input of the 

registers unchanged if not needed. The quotient bits are registered in the correct 

bit position, ready without shifting for the final addition during the conversion 

phase. Similarly, during single precision division, the unused bits are kept 

unchanged to save power. To save area and power, the same adder used for 

conversion is also used for creating the odd multiple of the divisor (3D). This 

adds some minimal timing overhead. After the last quotient digit is computed and 

latched, the next stage is to do conversion, restoration and adjustment. Rounding 

also can be done in this stage although is not included in this research. To do the 

adjustment and restoration, three cases need to be distinguished depending on the 

value of the final remainder against the value of the divisor D: the final remainder 

is in the range [-D, 0), or [0, D), or equal to D. Correspondingly, 0, 1, or 2 ulp will 

be added to the quotient. Since the adder is shared with creating 3D, input muxing 
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adds some delay overhead. The final result will be registered by a clock that is 

only turned on in 1 cycle. 

 

The overall timing of the division is sketched in Figure 10. The recurrence steps 

are done in 12 cycles to generate 24 bits of quotient for single precision or 27 

cycles to generate 54 bits of quotient for double precision. There are overheads 

before and after the recurrence steps. Before the recurrence steps, the input needs 

to be prepared and registered as described previously. This overhead is targeted to 

take one clock cycle. Similarly, after the recurrence steps are done and the last 2 

bits of quotient are registered, the conversion and adjustment step computes the 

final quotient. This final step is targeted to take one clock cycle to generate the 

final quotient.  
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Figure 10 Timing diagram 
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Quotient selection 

The quotient selection logic is based on the truncated divisor and the shifted 

partial remainder. The precision of the truncated divisor and partial remainder 

have to be adequate to ensure that there is an overlap region in the P-D plot. 

Therefore, for truncation of two’s complement numbers, i.e.,  the errors ε min = 0 

and ε max =2-t , there is the relation: 

 

(2 1). ( ).2 2 t
id k δρ ρ − −− − − + ≥  

 

Where: t and δ are the number of fractional bits of the partial remainder and 

divisor needed to compute the quotient digit respectively, and ρ is redundancy 

factor. 

 

With di = 1 and k = a = 3, the inequality becomes: 

 

11 2 2 tδ− −− ≥  
 

It is better to use more fractional bits of the divisor than the partial remainder 

because the divisor is constant and in an irredundant format. 

 

With t = 0, the inequality is not satisfied regardless of the value of δ.  t = 1 and δ = 

2 do satisfy the condition. And as mentioned previously, the number of integer 
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bits of the carry and sum vector of the partial remainder needed is 5. So using the 

previous notation: 5.1 bits of sum, 5.1 bits of carry and .2 bits of divisor are 

needed. Because the operands conform to the IEEE Floating Point Standard [6], 

the integer bit of the divisor is the hidden one and is always one. 
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Figure 11  P-D plot for positive values of the shifted partial remainder 
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Figure 12  P-D plot for negative values of the shifted partial remainder 
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The staircase lines that represent the selection constants can be drawn in the 

overlap region with the following rule: they have to be vertically on or above the 

lower line Lk and under at least 0.5 below the upper line Uk-1. These are shown in 

Figures 11 and 12. The reason behind this is as follows:  since 5.1 bits of carry 

and 5.1 bits of sum are used to form 5.1 bits of estimate of the partial remainder, 

the overestimate amount is 0 and the underestimate amount is (1 - 2 ulp). This 

means that the actual value of the partial remainder may be (1 – 2 ulp) over the 

estimate. Therefore, the staircase lines have to be at least (1 -2 ulp - 0.5) = (0.5 – 2 

ulp) below the upper line of the overlap region, with 0.5 being the precision or ulp 

of the estimate of the partial remainder. Of course, a distance of 0.5 is more 

conservative. 

 

 

  Carry:  XXXXX . X  error = 0.5 - 1 ulp 

  Sum:  XXXXX . X  error = 0.5 - 1 ulp 

  Estimate: XXXXX . X  error = 1 - 2 ulp 

 

 

Figure 13  Errors due to truncation 
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The staircase or quotient selection constant lines are separated from each other by 

at least 1.0, meaning there is no ambiguity in selecting what the next quotient 

digit is – because the actual value of the partial remainder, derived from estimate 

and uncertainty and represented by the uncertainty box, would never span over 

two selection constant lines as illustrated in Figures 14 and 15. Also it is obvious 

that there is no uncertainty box that spans over the overlap region and creates the 

ambiguity in selecting the next quotient digit, which is a source of design errors. 
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Figure 14  P-D plot with uncertainty for positive values the shifted partial remainder 
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A similar P-D plot with the uncertainty boxes for the negative values of the 

shifted partial remainder is shown in Figure 15. For the two’s complement 

representation, the uncertainty is always non-negative since the portion that is 

discarded during truncation is always non-negative regardless of the sign of the 

number. If the redundant format is of the signed digit form, the errors would 

happen in both directions.  
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Figure 15  P-D plot with uncertainty for negative values of the shifted partial remainder 
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Clock gating 

In order to save power, clocks are gated. The unbalanced delay and clock skew 

eat into the clock cycle time and hence reduce the time available for doing logic 

work. They also increase the hold time requirement. To balance the delay, the free 

running clock also goes through the same level of gates as the gated clocks, by 

setting the enable signal to “1” as depicted in Figure 16. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16  Gated clocks. Balancing delay to reduce clock skew 
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To see the effect of clock gating on power saving, for example, one can just look 

at the clocks that trigger the input and output flipflops for the two operands and 

quotient result. These clocks operate on a large number of flipflops (more than 

150) and are only needed once during about 30 clock cycles for double precision 

division. 

 

Table 9 identifies the clocks and their purpose in the designs. 

 

Table 9  Gated clocks and their purpose 

 

Clock   What for

dc_phi1  free running clock, no gating 

dc_lat_p3d_phi1 latch the odd multiple of divisor 

dc_lat_inp_phi1 latch the input operands 

dc_res_phi1  latch the result 

dc_div_step_phi1 used during recurrence steps 
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Figure 17  Gated clock waveforms 
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As shown in Figure 18, positive edge triggered flipflops are used, therefore the 

clock gating element has to have AND functionality and the enable signal can 

only be changed during the time when clock is low and it has to be set up before 

clock is high. In other words, the enable signal has to be latched by a low level 

sensitive latch as indicated in Figure 18. 

 

 

 

Figure 18  Gated clock with the enable latch 
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Control signals 

The digit recurrence divider can be thought of as a finite state machine. And a 

convenient way to keep track of the states is to use a counter. A five bit counter is 

used in the designs. In addition to that, the main control signals and their purpose 

in the designs are listed in Table 10. 

 

Table 10  Control signals and their purpose 

 

Signal                         What for 

dc_div_cyc[4:0] value indicates what cycle the division is in 

dc_1st_step  used to initialize the partial remainder 

dc_sgl_last_step indicates the division in the last step to get the last quotient bits 

for single precision 

dc_dbl_last_step indicates the division in the last step to get the last quotient bits 

for double precision 

dc_div_done  indicates the division is done and the result is available 

dc_running_div indicates the division is running recurrence steps 
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Partial remainder updating 

The partial remainder is in the carry save redundant format (ws, wc). The 

updating of the partial remainder requires another operand that is a multiple of the 

divisor. However, in case of positive quotient digits, this multiple is negative. And 

adding 1 ulp is necessary if the negative multiple of the divisor is in one’s 

complement format. Therefore, potentially there are 4 operands to compress back 

to 2 vectors, the sum vector and the carry vector that represent the updated partial 

remainder in redundant format. This implies that another 3:2 CSA (FA) level is 

needed. Therefore, the timing may need to be increased. In order to alleviate this, 

and with the observation that one or more LSBs of partial remainder and 

multiples are constant: the partial remainder carry part is modified so that there is 

a propagation of  “1” to the correct position, which accomplishes the addition of 1 

ulp as needed.  

 

When the carry vector is formed, a one bit left shift is performed. And it is then 

shifted 2 bit positions to the left before computing the next quotient digit. That 

leaves zeros in the 3 LSBs. Therefore, values can be inserted in the 3 LSBs of the 

carry vector as illustrated in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19  Modifying LSBs to avoid the extra operand 

 

X = 1 if the quotient digit is positive and -2D is needed to update the 

partial remainder. Otherwise, X is set to 0. 

Y = 1 if the quotient digit is positive and -D or -3D is needed to update the 

partial remainder. Otherwise, Y is set to 0. 

 

Furthermore, inspecting the critical path, among the 3 operands used to update the 

partial remainder, the carry and sum parts (wc and ws) can be compressed first 

before the quotient digit and the divisor multiple are available. That reduces the 

critical path by almost one level of half adder (HA) as shown in Figure 20. Note 
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the wc1 can be generated earlier than it is shown in the figure. The optimization is 

carried out during synthesis. 

 

 

Figure 20  Compressing ws and wc first because of  their early timing 

 

Therefore, ws and wc can be combined via a HA to create ws_int as shown in 

Figure 21. Again, the “add 1” can be done by modifying the LSBs of ws_int as 

shown. 
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X is set to 1 when the quotient digit is positive, zero otherwise. 

 

Figure 21  Modifying LSBs to avoid the extra operand 
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Latching the q and n vectors 

As mentioned previously, in every clock cycle, 2 bits of the quotient are 

computed and latched to either the p or n registers depending on whether the 

quotient digit is positive or negative. To save power, the inputs of flipflops are 

kept unchanged after latching the data. The power saving is done this way instead 

of by gating the clock because there is some overhead with clock gating that 

requires a minimal number of gated flipflops before a net saving is seen.  

 

 

Figure 22   Saving power by keeping the input unchanged 

 

Since the p and n vectors are added later to form the final quotient, the quotient 

digit is chosen to be in one’s complement form. It is loaded directly into the p and 

n registers during the recurrence steps. 
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Conversion and adjustment  

To perform the correct adjustment, it is necessary to detect if the final partial 

remainder is negative or equal to D. 

 

Since the quotient bits are represented by the p and n vectors with the n vector in 

one’s complement representation, the adjustment to the final quotient is as 

follows: 

• Add 1 ulp if the final remainder is in the range [0, D). 

• Do nothing if the final remainder is in the range [-D, 0). 

• Add 2 ulp if the final remainder is equal to D. 

 

Detecting the sign of the final remainder does not require the full adder to add the 

sum and carry vectors, although a full carry propagation network may be needed. 

The case of detecting if the final remainder is equal to D is done in a similar 

manner. 
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Critical path 

A good digit recurrence division divider design should be timing limited by the 

recurrence step. Any speedup in the recurrence step will have a substantial effect 

on the division latency. Usually, the recurrence step determines the frequency of 

the clock and hence the performance of the divider. If there is an increase in the 

number of clock cycles needed for the initial and restoration step due to the speed 

up of the recurrence step, chances are the net effect will be a reduction in division 

latency. That is because the recurrence steps constitute the largest portion of the 

division latency, for example 27 cycles out of about 29 cycles for double 

precision. 
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Figure 23  Quotient selection logic and partial remainder update 
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Figure 24  Critical path 

 

Sharing the adder 

To save area and power, a single adder is used for both creating the odd multiple 

3D as well as doing conversion of the p and n representation of the quotient into 

irredundant format. Also, since this adder only needs to be activated in two steps 

– initial and restoration – the power can be further saved by cutting off the power 

supply during the inactive period. Alternatively, in this research, the input is kept 

unchanged most of the time by exploiting the fact that D and 2D are constant 

during the division operation. It is worth mentioning that this adder can also be 

used to compute the exponent of the quotient (e.g. during recurrence steps) 
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Figure 25  Shared adder inputs are connected to D and 2D most of the time 

 

 

Saving power in single precision mode 

During the single precision mode, the number of bits necessary for computing is 

reduced by more than half. To take the advantage of these inactive bits, there are 

different ways to save power: cutting off the power supply or keeping the value of 

the inactive bits unchanged.  Data gating that keeps the values unchanged is 

employed in the designs. 
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Multi-cycle paths 

One of the challenges of divider design is the multi-cycle paths. The multi-cycle 

paths may cause issues in timing analysis. One way to alleviate this issue is to 

insert flipflops to break the multi-cycle path into many one-cycle paths. This is 

very effective for the control signals.  However, for the data path, the cost of an 

increase in the area and the power may be considerable. For example, in this 

design, the path that starts from ws and wc (sum and carry of the partial 

remainder) registers, goes to quotient selection, then partial remainder update 

logic, and finally the final remainder computing logic is more than one cycle. 

Adding flipflops to break the multi-cycle paths not only increases the area and 

power but also possibly increases the latency by one clock cycle due to the 

sequential overhead. Therefore, in this design, no such flipflops are added. 

However, AND gates are used to gate the inputs of the final remainder and 

downstream logic to save power. The path can be visualized in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26  Multi-cycle path 
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Results for Design A  

In order to estimate the power saving resulting from clock and data gating, two 

power numbers are sought: the power with and the power without the clock and 

data gating. Instead of using vector based power estimates, i.e., running some 

benchmarks to generate a toggle profile then using this profile to compute the 

power, a simpler but equally effective method is used. The first power number is 

computed when toggle rates are set for inputs (Table 11). The power is then 

computed using statistics and probability. The other power number is computed 

when toggle rates are set for not only inputs, but also for gated clocks and gated 

data (Table 12). If a toggle rate is not specified for an input, the default toggle rate 

of 0.5 is used. 

Table 11  Setting used to estimate power with clock and data gating 

 

set  reset to be 0 
 
set toggle rate of  0.0125  to oc_sgl 
 
set toggle rate  of  0.0250  to oc_div_start 
 
set toggle rate  of  0.1 to dc_lat_p3d_phi1  
 
set toggle rate  of  0.1 to dc_lat_inp_phi1 
 
set toggle rate  of  1.2 to dc_div_step_phi1 
 
set toggle rate  of  0.1 to dc_res_phi1 
 
set toggle rate  of  2.0 to dc_div_phi1  
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Table 12  Setting used to estimate power without clock and data gating 

 

 
set reset to be 0 
 
set toggle rate  of 0.0125  to oc_sgl 
 
set toggle rate  of 0.0250 to oc_div_start 
 
set toggle rate  of 2.0 to  *phi1  
 
set toggle rate  of 0.5  to wc1_gated[*] 
 
set toggle rate  of 0.5 to ws1_gated[*] 
 
set toggle rate  of 0.5 to p[*] 
 
set toggle rate  of 0.5 to n[*] 
 

Table 13 below shows the two power numbers and power saving. The data are for 

three different scenarios: when only NVT (normal VT) cells, when both NVT and 

HVT (high VT) cells, and when all three types of cells including LVT (low VT) 

are used.  These designs are called Design A1, A2, and A3 respectively. 

The cycle time is reported without clock skew and uncertainty. 
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Table 13 Power saving as a result of clock and data gating 

 

Design A   Dynamic Dynamic Power 
    power power saving 
      w/ clock &   
      data gating   
       mW       mW       % 

          
NVT cells (Design A1)     

  6.34 4  .51 29 
          
NVT + HVT cells (Design A2)     

  6.48 5  .18 20 
         

NVT + HVT + LVT cells (Design A3)   
  6.64 5  .27 21 

 

 

Ideally, the purpose of using HVT cells is to trade positive slacks for a lower 

power and leakage. However, when HVT cells are introduced to reduce leakage, 

they may cause an increase in the area and dynamic power in order to keep the 

cycle time about the same. This is because when HVT cells are used to reduce 

power in non-critical paths, they also affect critical paths. As a result, NVT cells 

in the affected critical paths are upsized to maintain the same cycle time. If these 

paths are not gated, then dynamic power is increased regardless of clock and data 
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gating. Power saving due to clock and data gating is therefore reduced. The power 

saving is larger in Design A1 than Designs A2 or A3. 

 

The area, power, cycle time, and division latency are tabulated for Design A in 

Table 14. Also tabulated are the energy spent doing a double precision division 

and EPPRs, which are explained below. Again, data are for three different 

scenarios. 

 

Two design metrics are introduced in Table 14: EPPRd and EPPRl. EPPRd is the 

energy performance percentage ratio related to dynamic power. It is defined as 

follows. 

( / ) /( /d )EPPR dE E dT T=  

where dE/E is the percentage increase in dynamic energy spent, while dT/T is the 

percentage increase in performance (latency). Similarly, EPPRl is defined related 

to leakage. These two metrics are used to evaluate how energy efficient designs 

are. Calculation of EPPRl is dependent on the cycle time, i.e., considering the 

energy leaked during one cycle. 

 

From Table 14, when HVT cells are introduced, the leakage is reduced by 2.0% 

while keeping the cycle time about the same. But at the same time, the dynamic 

energy is increased by 15%. The dynamic energy in this case is considered as 
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active and “useful” while the leakage energy inactive and “wasted”. Depending 

on the length of the inactive period, Design A2 may or may not be considered 

being more energy efficient than Design A1. For example, when the ratio of the 

inactive period to the active period is greater than 15/2.0 = 7.5, Design A2 is a 

better choice in terms of energy efficiency. Conversely, Design A1 is better when 

that ratio is less than 7.5.  

 

If the cycle time can be relaxed then there will be more positive slacks. Therefore,  

HVT cells will probably reduce leakage power while not increase dynamic power. 

 

The EPPRs of Design A3 can be interpreted as follows: relative to Design A1, in 

order to increase performance by 4%, the energy associated with dynamic power 

has to be increased by 12% and the energy associated with leakage has to be 

increased by 21%. If the design has a very long inactive time length, then it may 

not make sense to go with Design A3 because of the high leakage. Also, if energy 

efficiency is of a higher priority, then Design A1 is a better choice if missing a 

4% increase in performance can be tolerated. 
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Table 14 Results for Design A 

 

Design A               
                

Area Dynamic Leakage Cycle Latency Energy EPPRd EPPRl

  power power Time         
                

µm2 mW µW Ns # cycles pJ %/% %/% 
                
NVT cells (Design A1)           

32724 4.51 15.29 1.97 14/29 258 0/0 0/0 
                
NVT + HVT cells (Design A2)           

33036 5.18 14.94 1.98 14/29 297 15/-0.5 -02/-0.5 
                
NVT + HVT + LVT cells (Design A3)         

33682 5.27 19.43 1.89 14/29 289 12/4 21/4 
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Chapter 5 

Design B: another radix 4 maximally redundant divider 

 

Design B is similar to Design A. It is also based on radix 4 maximally redundant 

division. The main difference is the quotient selection logic, which is described 

with details below.  

 

Quotient selection 

In Design B, the staircase or selection constant lines are separated into two sets: 

one set for “integer” or “even” shifted partial remainders, i.e., when the estimates 

of shifted partial remainder is in the form XXXX.0; and the other for “half” or 

“odd” estimates, i.e., in the form XXXX.1. Within a set, the lines can be drawn 

following the two rules as follows: 

1) The uncertainty box that is derived from the lines and the 

uncertainty does not span more than the overlap region. 

2) The uncertainty box does not span more than one constant line. 

Obeying these two rules ensures that there will be no ambiguity in determining 

the next quotient digit, and therefore that the division will not diverge. The luxury 

of having the flexibility of picking the next quotient digit only happens in the 

overlap region, if rule #1 is violated then there is a good chance that the quotient 
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is underestimated or overestimated way off. And there is no way to bring the 

division back to convergence. Similar explanation applies to rule #2. 
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Figure 27 Combined P-D plot for positive shifted partial remainders 
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Figure 28 Combined  P-D plot for negative shifted partial remainders 
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Figure 29 P-D plot with uncertainty for positive and “even” estimates of the shifted partial 

remainder 
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Figure 30   P-D plot with uncertainty for positive and “odd” estimates of the shifted partial 

remainder 
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Figure 31  P-D plot with uncertainty for negative and “even” estimates of the shifted 

partial remainder 
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Figure 32  P-D plot with uncertainty for negative and “odd” estimates of the shifted partial 

remainder 
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Results for Design B 

The power saving due to clock and data gating for Design B is computed in the 

same way that is done for Design A. Table 15 shows that the power saving is 

significant. Again, data are provided for three different scenarios (called Design 

B1, B2, and B3). Similar to the results of Design A, the introduction of HVT cells 

reduces the effectiveness of the clock and data gating. Again, should the cycle 

time be prolonged, the HVT cells would lower leakage power while not increase 

dynamic power due to more positive slacks. 

 

Table 15  Power saving as a result of clock and data gating 

 

          
Design B   Dynamic Dynamic Power 

    power power saving 
      w/ clock &   
      data gating   
       mW       mW       % 

          
NVT cells (Design B1)       

  5.85 4  .19 28 
          
NVT + HVT cells (Design B2)     

  6.27 5  .09 19 
         

NVT + HVT + LVT cells (Design B3)   
  6.46 5  .21 19 
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The area, power, cycle time, division latency, and energy spent for doing a double 

precision division are tabulated in Table 16. Also included in the table are EPPRs. 

 

From Table 16, in order to reduce the leakage energy by 2.6%, the dynamic 

energy has to be increased by 20% while the performance is about the same 

(within 1%). That is leakage is reduced at the cost of dynamic power. 

 

Also, relative to Design B1, in order to increase performance by 5.0%, Design B3 

spends 18% and 24 % more in dynamic and leakage energy respectively. These 

results are consistent with the results from Design A. 

Table 16  Results for Design B 

 

Design B               
                

Area Dynamic Leakage Cycle Latency Energy EPPRd EPPRl

  power power time         
                

µm2 mW µW ns # cycles pJ %/% %/% 
                
NVT cells (Design B1)           

36723 4.19 18 2.19 14/29 266 0/0 0/0 
                

NVT + HVT cells (Design B2)           
37186 5.09 17.7 2.17 14/29 320 20/1.0 -2.6/1.0 

                
NVT + HVT + LVT cells (Design B3)         

37870 5.21 23.62 2.07 14/29 313 18/5.0 24/5.0 
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Chapter 6 

Design C: an radix 4 overredundant divider 

Design C is also based on radix 4 but uses overredundancy. The overredundancy 

happens when the redundancy factor is greater than 1. For example for radix 4, 

with the quotient digit set {-4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, the redundancy factor by 

definition is:  

ρ =  a / (r-1) = 4 / (4 -1) = 4/3 > 1 

The higher degree of redundancy gives a greater overlap region in the P-D plot 

and therefore more flexibility in choosing the next quotient digit. However, the 

quotient digit set is larger than the set used in maximal redundancy, and therefore 

more selection needs to be considered. These are two conflicting forces. Design C 

shares many design concepts with Design A such as clock gating, data gating, and 

using a shared adder for creating the odd multiple and doing conversion. Only the 

unique aspects of Design C are discussed below. 

 

 

Quotient selection  

Again, to produce an overlap in the P-D plot, the precision of the divisor and the 

partial remainder have to satisfy the inequality below.  For truncation of two’s 

complement numbers, ε min = 0 and ε max =2-t . 
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  (2 1). ( ).2 2 t
id k δρ ρ − −− − − + ≥  

 

With di = 1 and k = a = 4, the inequality becomes: 

5 8 2 2
3 3

tδ− −− ≥  

t = 0 and  δ = 2 satisfy the inequality. It means that .2 bits of D in addition to the 

hidden bit and 5 integer bits of the partial remainder are sufficient for quotient 

digit selection. Actually, in this design 5.1 bits of the partial remainder sum and 

carry are used to keep the uncertainty less than 1. 

 

The quotient selection is based on the P-D plot shown in Figures 33 - 36. 
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Figure 33  P-D plot for positive shifted partial remainders 
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Figure 34   P-D plot for negative shifted partial remainders 
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Figure 35   P-D plot with uncertainty for positive shifted partial remainders 
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Figure 36   P-D plot with uncertainty for negative shifted partial remainders 
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Latching the p and n vectors 

The quotient digit is represented in one’s complement form by 4 bits to 

accommodate the range [-4 4]. Similar to the case of maximal redundancy, the 

quotient bits are registered directly into the appropriate positions in the p and n 

registers. However, the p and n registers actually consist of two overlapping sets 

of registers as depicted in Figure 37. The reason for the overlap is to cover the 

case when the quotient digit is +/- 4. It is can be seen that the conversion has more 

operands to start with than in the case of maximal redundancy. The final quotient 

is the sum of  p1, p2, n1, n2, and the adjustment. 

 

 

 

Figure 37 The p and n registers 
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Conversion and adjustment 

Because Design C is based on an overredundant quotient digit set, the adjustment 

step becomes more complicated than the case of Design A, which uses a 

maximally redundant quotient digit set. There are several cases that need to be 

considered to perform the right correction. 

 

Because the quotient bits are represented by the p and n vectors with n vector 

being in one’s complement representation, the adjustment on the final quotient is 

as follows: 

• Subtract 1 ulp if the final remainder is in the range [-4/3D, -D). 

• Do nothing if the final remainder is in the range [-D, 0). 

• Add 1 ulp if the final remainder is in the range [0, D). 

• Add 2 ulp if the final remainder is in the range [D, 4/3 D]. 

 

Detecting the sign of the final remainder does not require the full adder to add the 

sum and carry vectors, although a full carry propagation network may be needed. 

This is similar to the case of detecting if the final remainder is equal to D. Due to 

the complexity of detecting the final remainder and performing the adjustment, it 

may take more than one clock cycle to complete. 
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Results for Design C 

The result of Design C is presented in a way similar to Designs A and B. Again, 

the power saving is considerable, although it is not as good as in Designs A1 and 

B1. The introduction of HVT cells to reduce leakage decreases the effectiveness 

of the clock and data gating in terms of power saving. 

 

Table 17  Power saving as a result of clock and data gating 

 

Design C   Dynamic Dynamic Power 
    power power saving 
      w/ clock &   
      data gating   
       mW       mW       % 

          
NVT cells (Design C1)     

  6.30 4  .67 26 
          
NVT + HVT cells (Design C2)     

  6.32 4  .87 23 
         

NVT + HVT + LVT cells (Design C3)   
  6.77 5  .26 22 

 
 

From Table 18, compared to Design C1, Design C3 has 4.8% better performance 

at the cost of 7.1% and 25% increase in the dynamic and leakage energy 

respectively. Compared to Design C1, Design C2 consumes  1.7 % less leakage 
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energy, and in order to increase performance by 1.3%, it consumes 2.9% more 

dynamic energy – meaning the cost in energy is more than the gain in 

performance.  

 

Table 18  Results for Design C 

 

Design C               
                

Area Dynamic Leakage Cycle Latency Energy EPPRd EPPRl

  power power time         
                

µm2 mW µW ns # cycles pJ %/% %/% 
                
NVT cells (Design C1)           

49953 4.67 23.5 2.28 14/29 309 0/0 0/0 
                
NVT + HVT cells (Design C2)           

50687 4.87 23.4 2.25 14/29 318 2.9/1.3 -1.7/1.3 
                
NVT + HVT + LVT cells (Design C3)         

52352 5.26 30.87 2.17 14/29 331 7.1/4.8 25/4.8 
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Chapter 7 

Design D: another radix 4 overredundant divider 

 

Design D is similar to Design C except for the quotient selection logic.  

 

Quotient selection 

Like Design B, Design D has two sets of quotient selection constants. One set for 

the “even” estimates of the shifted partial remainder and the other set for the 

“odd” estimates. It can be seen in the plots that no uncertainty box spans over the 

region overlap or more than one quotient selection line. These two conditions 

make certain that the division does not diverge. Figures 38 through 43 show the 

P-D plots for quotient selection. 
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Figure 38 Combined P-D plot for positive shifted partial remainders 
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Figure 39   P-D plot with uncertainty for positive and “even” estimates of the partial 

remainder 
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Figure 40   P-D plot with uncertainty for positive and “odd” estimates of the partial 

remainder 
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Figure 41 Combined P-D plot for negative shifted partial remainders 
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Figure 42  P-D plot with uncertainty for negative and “even” estimates of the partial 

remainders 
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Figure 43  P-D plot with uncertainty for negative and “odd” estimates of the partial 

remainders  
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Results for Design D 

The results of Design D are presented in Tables 19 and 20. Similar to the previous 

designs, data are presented for three different scenarios, which are called Design 

D1, D2, and D3. 

 

The power saving in Table 19 is due to clock and data gating. The power saving is 

considerable, although is not as good as in Designs A or B. Again, the HVT cells 

reduce power saving resulting from clock and data gating. 

 

Table 19 Power saving as a result of clock and data gating 

 

Design D   Dynamic Dynamic Power 
    power power saving 
      w/ clock &   
      data gating   
       mW       mW       % 

          
NVT cells (Design D1)     

  6.42 4  .75 26 
          
NVT + HVT cells (Design D2)     

  6.63 5  .30 20 
         

NVT + HVT + LVT cells (Design D3)   
  6.99 5  .59 20 
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Table 20 below is a summary of results for Design D, which are presented in a 

similar ways to the previous results. The introduction of HVT cells in Design D2 

has a good effect: it reduces the leakage energy by 3.3% and at the same time 

increase the performance by 1.8%, although at the cost of increasing the dynamic 

energy by 9.3%. In terms of energy efficiency measurement, the increase in 

energy is more than four times (9.3/1.8 = ~5) the increase in performance.  The 

break-even point for leakage and dynamic power in this case happens when the 

ratio of the inactive time length to the active time length is equal to the ratio 

9.3/3.2 = ~3. Also from Table 20, in order to increase performance of Design D1 

by 4%, Design D3 spends more energy: 12.6% and 21.5% increase in dynamic 

and leakage energy respectively. In terms of leakage, in Design D3, the cost in 

leakage energy is about ~5x (~ 21/4) the benefit in performance. 
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Table 20 Results for Design D 

 

Design D               
                

Area Dynamic Leakage Cycle Latency Energy EPPRd EPPRl

  power power time         
                

µm2 mW µW ns # cycles pJ %/% %/% 
                
NVT cells (Design D1)           

47769 4.75 22.06 2.19 14/29 302 0/0 0/0 
                
NVT + HVT cells (Design D2)           

48273 5.3 21.74 2.15 14/29 330 9.3/1.8 -3.3/1.8 
                
NVT + HVT + LVT cells (Design D3)         

49899 5.59 27.95 2.1 14/29 340 12.6/4.1 21.5/4.1 
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Chapter 8 

Summary 

The results of all the designs are summarized in Table 21 for comparison. Data 

are from Designs A3, B3, C3, and D3 except for power saving numbers from 

Designs A1, B1, C1, and D1. The power saving represents the maximum 

achievable within Designs A, B, C, and D. 

 

The energy shown is the energy necessary to carry out a double precision 

division. It is the product of power, cycle time, and the number of cycles spent for 

double precision division. Design A consumes the least energy among the designs 

(~290 pJ) for a double precision division, while Designs C and D consume the 

most energy (~340 pJ). Design A also has the least leakage power (~19 µW) 

while Design C has the most leakage power (~31 µW). Design A also has the 

least area (~33000 µm2 ) while Design C has the most area (~52000 µm2 ). 

Designs A and B consume the least dynamic power (~5.2 mW) while Design D 

consumes more (~5.6 mW). 

 

The results are also normalized to Design A in Table 22 for better interpretation. 

The dynamic power in the table includes the power saving resulting from clock 

and data gating as presented in the previous chapters. 
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Table 21 Summary of the designs 

 

Design Area Dynamic Leakage Cycle Energy Power Latency 
    power power time   saving sgl/dbl 
                

  µm2 mW µW ns pJ max % #cycles 
                
A 33682 5.27 19.43 1.89 289 29% 14/29 
                
B 37870 5.21 23.62 2.07 313 28% 14/29 
                
C 52352 5.26 30.87 2.17 331 26% 14/29 
                
D 49899 5.59 27.95 2.1 340 26% 14/29 
                

 

 

Table 22 Results normalized to Design A 

 

Design Area Dynamic Leakage Cycle Energy Power Latency 
    power power time   saving sgl/dbl 
                
                
A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1/1 
                
B 1.12 0.99 1.22 1.1 1.08 0.97 1/1 
                
C 1.55 1 1.59 1.15 1.15 0.9 1/1 
                
D 1.48 1.06 1.44 1.11 1.18 0.9 1/1 
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As can be seen from Table 22, compared to Design B, Design A has ~10 % better 

cycle time, ~12% less area, and consumes ~8 % less energy. Compared to Design 

A, Designs C and D are worse in terms of performance and cost. Design A is the 

best among the four. It has about 50% less area, 10% faster, and 15% more energy 

efficient than Designs C and D. It is also obvious from the table that the 

effectiveness of the clock and data gating is less in Designs C and D than in 

Designs A and B ( ~25 % vs. ~30% saving). Design A also has less latency than 

Designs C and D (~26 ns / 55 ns vs. ~29 ns / 61 ns for a single and double 

precision division).  
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

This research explores the use of a high degree of redundancy to simplify the 

quotient selection logic for digit recurrence dividers. With the large number of 

transistors available in the nanometer CMOS technologies, the use of an adder to 

simplify the conversion and the quotient selection becomes a natural design 

decision. This research also shows that this adder is only activated in two cycles 

to save power.  

 

This research presents a top down methodology to design a number of digital 

dividers to explore the opportunity brought by the high degree of redundancy. The 

actual mapping of the designs into the industry standard 65 nm technology  yields 

some useful data. First of all, surprisingly the power saving thanks to clock and 

data gating is very substantial, up to ~30% as in Design A1. This number can be 

fully comprehended if one knows,  for example,  that a large number of input 

registers and output registers just need to be clocked once during the division. 

Also, data gating has a good payoff when applied to the logic that computes the 

final remainder and performs quotient conversion/adjustment – because these 

tasks only happen in the last step of the division process.  Of course, if single 

precision division happens as frequently as double precision division, then data 
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gating that freezes more than half the number of bits in the data path also saves a 

large amount of power.   

 

The results of the implementation of the designs also proves that the radix 4 

maximally redundant dividers outperform the radix 4 overredundant dividers. In 

other words, there is a diminishing return when the degree of redundancy is 

increased above the maximal redundancy.  

 

This research investigates design tradeoffs using different VT cells. The results 

from these tradeoffs are not only applicable to design of dividers, but also to other 

designs as well. For example, from design data, with multiple VT cells, it is 

necessary to know the usage model of the target divider in determining the right 

choice. That is, for energy efficiency, in addition to EPPRd and EPPRl, the 

utilization factor determines the right choice among the available alternatives. 

 

The use of the maximal redundancy not only produces a simpler quotient 

selection than the minimal redundancy, but also provides a simpler algorithm and 

relieves the verification effort, again thanks to the simpler quotient selection. The 

adder used in the maximal redundancy approach simplifies the conversion to 

produce the final quotient in the irredundant form. 
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One of the results from this research is a radix 4 maximally redundant divider that 

operates at a cycle time of ~1.9 ns, consumes ~5 mW of power, and has a leakage 

of   ~19 µW. For a double precision division, it has a latency of ~55 ns and spends 

an energy of ~290 pJ. This research captures nanometer effects such as 

interconnect delay  and WPE  by using physical libraries and design.  

 

Not only can the design concepts and techniques in this research be applied 

directly to the design of digital dividers, but they also can be extended to other 

designs for commercial products as well. The pseudo-structural format facilitates 

design modeling, debugging, and reinforces coding style. The use of some extra 

hardware like the adder simplifies the algorithm and the core of design 

(recurrence step in this case). This is crucial to reduce cycle time because 

interconnect delay is getting more important in nanometer technology. i.e., 

simpler means faster. Also, simpler design means less verification effort, fewer 

bugs to escape and faster time to result. The extra hardware is not necessary to 

increase latency, if latency can be hidden with another operation (like rounding). 

Even if it affects non dominant portions of design, the effect on cycle time can be 

tolerable. The extra hardware does not always mean more power. Also, reducing 

power is achieved by activating that hardware only when needed. Freezing unused 

bits in single precision mode saves power. EPPRd and EPPRl coupled with a 

usage model is proposed as an appropriate way to evaluate any designs for energy 
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efficiency in nanometer technology, especially when multi VT devices are used. 

The design flow in this research is quite effective to evaluate different alternatives 

or confirm a design. 
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Appendix A 

Perl code of the transformer to transform the pseudo-

structural to Verilog 

 
#!/bin/perl 
#Perl code to transform pseudo-structural model to Verilog model 
# 
$infile=$ARGV[0]; 
open (INPUT, $infile) or die "could not read $infile: $!"; 
@ib = <INPUT>; 
close($in); 
%wirelist = %reglist = %plist =(); 
$cnt=1; 
#$EQP = "/[\s~!\^\+-\*\<\>;\(\)&|=:? ]/"; 
$EQP = '[|?&\s+!)(|~\-><^{},\*= << >>]+'; #pattern has : not as delimiter {sig[4:1], 1'b0} 
 
########## First Pass ################################# 
 
foreach $_ (@ib) {  
### scan for in/outputs 
    $modname=$1 if (/^\s*module\s+(\w+);/); 
    next if (/^\s*$/); 
    next if (/^\s*\/\//);     
    if (/^s*input\s+(\[\d+:\d+\]\s+)*(\w+);/) { 
 push(@inplist, $2); 
 $plist{$2} = $1; 
    } 
    if (/^s*output\s+(\[\d+:\d+\]\s+)*(\w+);/) { 
 push(@outlist, $2); 
 $plist{$2} = $1; 
    } 
    if (/^s*inout\s+(\[\d+:\d+\]\s+)*(\w+);/) { 
 push(@iolist, $2); 
 $plist{$2} = $1; 
    } 
 
### scan for regs, wires 
    if (/^\s*reg\s+(\[\d*:\d*\])*\s*(\w+)/) {  
 #print "found reg: /$1$2/\n";  
 $reglist{$2} = $1; 
 next 
 } 
    if (/^\s*wire\s+(\[\d*:\d*\])*\s*(\w+)/) {  
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 #print "found wire: /$1$2/\n";  
 $wirelist{$2} = $1; 
 next 
 } 
 
    if (/^\s*cc[12]/) { 
    if (/^\s*(cc[12])\s*\((\w+)(\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*(\w+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*(.*)\)\s*;/) { 
 $cc = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $clk= $4; $cond=$5; 
 @s = (); 
 unshift(@s, $out.$range);unshift(@s, $clk);unshift(@s, $cond);  
 &wire_reg(\@s, \%wirelist, \%reglist, \%plist); 
 next; 
 
    } else {print ">>>> xform: Does not recognize cc: $_\n";} 
} 
    if (/^\s*lat/) { 
    if (/^\s*(lat[12])\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*(\w+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*(.*)\)\s*;/) { 
 $lat = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $clk=$4; $eq=$5; 
 
 @s=(); 
 unshift(@s, $out.$range);  
 &reg(\@s, \%reglist); 
 @s=(); 
 @s = split(/$EQP/o, $eq); 
 unshift(@s, $clk);  
 &wire_reg(\@s, \%wirelist, \%reglist, \%plist); 
 next; 
 
    } else {print ">>>> xform: Does not recognize lat: $_\n";} 
} 
    if (/^\s*fflop/) { 
    if (/^\s*(fflop[12])\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*(\w+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*(.*)\)\s*;/) { 
 $flop = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $clk=$4; $eq=$5; 
 @s=(); 
 unshift(@s, $out.$range);  
 &reg(\@s, \%reglist); 
 @s = split(/$EQP/o, $eq); 
 unshift(@s, $clk);  
 &wire_reg(\@s, \%wirelist, \%reglist, \%plist); 
 next; 
 
    } else {print ">>>> xform: Does not recognize fflop: $_\n";} 
} 
    if (/^\s*gate/) { 
    if (/^\s*(gate)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:*\d*\])*\s*,\s*(.*)\)\s*;/) { 
 $gate = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $eq=$4; 
 @s = split(/$EQP/o, $eq); 
 unshift(@s, $out.$range);  
 &wire_reg(\@s, \%wirelist, \%reglist, \%plist); 
 next; 
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    } else {print ">>>> xform: Does not recognize gate: $_\n";} 
} 
    if (/^\s*mux2e/) { 
    if (/^\s*(mux2e)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*) 
\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*\)\s*;/) { 
 $mux = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $sel=$4; $in1=$5; $in0=$6; 
 @s = (); 
 $reglist{$out} = $range;  
        unshift(@s, $sel); unshift(@s, $in1);; unshift(@s, $in0);  
 &wire_reg(\@s, \%wirelist, \%reglist, \%plist); 
 next; 
 
    } else {print ">>>> xform: Does not recognize mux2e: $_\n";} 
} 
    if (/^\s*mux4e/) { 
    if(/^\s*(mux4e)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*) 
\s*,s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[
*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*\)\s*;/) { 
 $mux = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $sel1=$4; $sel0= $5; $in3=$6; $in2=$7; $in1=$8; 
$in0=$9; 
 $reglist{$out} = $range;  
 @s=(); 
 unshift(@s, $sel1); unshift(@s, $sel0); 
 unshift(@s, $in3); unshift(@s, $in2);unshift(@s, $in1); unshift(@s, $in0);  
 &wire_reg(\@s, \%wirelist, \%reglist, \%plist); 
 &wire_reg; 
 next; 
 
    } else {print ">>>> xform: Does not recognize mux4e: $_\n";} 
} 
    if (/^\s*mux2o/) { 
    if (/^\s*(mux2o)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\ 
s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*\);/) { 
 
 $mux = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $sel1=$4; $in1=$5; $sel0=$6; $in0=$7; 
 $reglist{$out} = $range;  
 @s=(); 
 unshift(@s, $sel1); unshift(@s, $in1); 
 unshift(@s, $sel0); unshift(@s, $in0); 
 &wire_reg(\@s, \%wirelist, \%reglist, \%plist); 
 next; 
 
    } else {print ">>>> xform: Does not recognize mux2o: $_\n";} 
} 
    if (/^\s*mux3o/) { 
    if(/^\s*(mux3o)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*) 
\s*,\s*(\[*[\w\']+\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[
*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*\)\s*;/) { 
 $mux = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $sel2=$4; $in2=$5; $sel1=$6; $in1=$7; $sel0=$8; 
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$in0=$9; 
 $reglist{$out} = $range;  
 @s=(); 
 unshift(@s, $sel2); unshift(@s, $in2); 
 unshift(@s, $sel1); unshift(@s, $in1);unshift(@s, $sel0); unshift(@s, $in0);  
 &wire_reg(\@s, \%wirelist, \%reglist, \%plist); 
 next; 
    } else {print ">>>> xform: Does not recognize mux3o: $_\n";} 
} 
 
    if (/^\s*mux4o/) { 
    if(/^\s*(mux4o)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*) 
\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*(\[*[\w\']+\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[
*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*\)\s*;/) { 
 $mux = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $sel3=$4; $in3=$5;  
 $sel2=$6; $in2=$7; $sel1=$8; $in1=$9; $sel0=$10; $in0=$11; 
 $reglist{$out} = $range;  
 @s=(); 
 unshift(@s, $sel3); unshift(@s, $in3); 
 unshift(@s, $sel2); unshift(@s, $in2);unshift(@s, $sel1); unshift(@s, $in1); 
 unshift(@s, $sel0); unshift(@s, $in0);  
 &wire_reg(\@s, \%wirelist, \%reglist, \%plist); 
 next; 
 
    } else {print ">>>> xform: Does not recognize mux4o: $_\n";} 
} 
} 
 
 
 
foreach $inp (@inplist) { 
     $t= $t . "$inp, \n"; 
} 
foreach $out (@outlist) { 
     $t= $t . "$out, \n"; 
} 
 
 $t =~ s/,\s*$//; 
$head="module $modname (\n" . "$t);\n\n"; 
 
 
#################################################################################
### 
 
#clean up wirelist - to see if sigs already in regs 
 
foreach $w (keys %wirelist) { 
    $f=0; 
    foreach $r (keys %reglist) { 
 if ($r eq $w) {  
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     $f=1;  
     last} 
    } 
    if (!$f) { $new_wlist{$w} = $wirelist{$w}}; 
} 
%wirelist = %new_wlist; 
 
 
$n2 =0; 
foreach $_ (@ib) { #### second pass  
    if ((/^\s*\/\//) or (/^\s*$/)) { print; next;} # pass any comment & white line 
    if (/^\s*reg\s+(\[\d*:\d*\])*\s*(\w+)/) { next}; 
    if (/^\s*wire\s+(\[\d*:\d*\])*\s*(\w+)/) { next}; 
    if (/^\s*module\s+/ and  not /^\s*\Wmodule\s+/) { print $head; next}; 
    if (/^\s*input\s+/ or /^\s*output\s+/ or  /^\s*inout\s+/) { print; next;} 
    if (!$n2) { 
 foreach $r (keys %reglist) { 
     print "reg $reglist{$r} $r;\n"; 
 } 
 foreach $w (keys %wirelist) { 
     print "wire $wirelist{$w} $w;\n"; 
 } 
 $n2++; 
  
    } 
 
#######   starting translations ... 
 
## use [\w\']+ instead of \w+ for signal name to cover the case such as 1'b0, 1'b1 or 32'b0 
    if (/^\s*(cc[12])\s*\((\w+)(\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*(\w+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*(.*)\)\s*;/) { 
 $cc = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $clk= $4; $cond=$5; 
 print ("//*** $_"); 
 if (not $cond =~ /^\d/) { 
     $t= "_cci"; 
      print ("wire  $out$t = ($cond);\n"); 
     print ("assign $out = $clk & $out$t;\n") if ($cc =~/1/); 
     print ("assign $out = $clk | $out$t;\n") if ($cc =~/2/); 
 } else { 
     print ("assign $out = $clk & $cond;\n") if ($cc =~/1/); 
     print ("assign $out = $clk | $cond;\n") if ($cc =~/2/); 
 
 } 
 next; 
 
    } 
 
 
    if (/^\s*(lat[12])\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*(.*)\)\s*;/) { 
 $lat = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $clk=$4; $eq=$5; 
 print ("//*** $_"); $t="_lati_"; 
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 print ("wire $range  #1 $out$t$cnt = $eq;\n"); 
 print ("always @ ($clk or $out$t$cnt$range)\n"); 
 print ("begin\n"); 
 print ("\tif ($clk) $out$range = $out$t$cnt$range;\n") if ($lat =~/1/); 
 print ("\tif (~$clk) $out$range = $out$t$cnt$range;\n") if ($lat =~/2/); 
 print ("end\n"); 
 $cnt++; 
 next; 
 
    } 
 
    if (/^\s*(fflop[12])\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*(.*)\)\s*;/) { 
 $flop = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $clk=$4; $eq=$5; 
 print ("//*** $_"); $t= "_flopi_"; 
 print ("wire $range  #1 $out$t$cnt = $eq;\n"); 
 print ("always @ (posedge $clk )\n") if ($flop =~/1/); 
 print ("always @ (negedge $clk )\n") if ($flop =~/2/); 
 print ("\t$out$range <= $out$t$cnt$range;\n"); 
 $cnt++; 
 next; 
 
    } 
 
    if (/^\s*(gate)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:*\d*\])*\s*,\s*(.*)\)\s*;/) { 
 $gate = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $eq=$4; 
 print ("\n//*** $_"); 
 print ("assign $out$range = $eq;\n"); 
 next; 
 
    } 
 
    if(/^\s*(mux2e)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*) 
\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*\)\s*;/) { 
 $mux = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $sel=$4; $in1=$5; $in0=$6; 
 print ("//*** $_"); 
 print ("always @ ($sel or $in1 or $in0)\n"); 
 print ("\t$out$range = $sel ? $in1 : $in0;\n"); 
 next; 
 
    } 
    if(/^\s*(mux4e)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*) 
\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[
*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*\)\s*;/) { 
 $mux = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $sel1=$4; $sel0= $5; $in3=$6; $in2=$7; $in1=$8; 
$in0=$9; 
 print ("//*** $_"); 
 print ("wire [1:0] sel_$out;\n"); 
 print ("assign sel_$out = {$sel1, $sel0};\n"); 
 print ("always @ (sel_$out or $in3 or $in2 or $in1 or $in0)\n"); 
# print ("\tcase (sel_$out) // synopsys case = full, parallel\n"); 
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# print ("\tcase (sel_$out) // synopsys infer_mux\n"); 
 print ("\tcase (sel_$out) \n"); 
 print ("\t0: $out$range = $in0;\n"); 
 print ("\t1: $out$range = $in1;\n"); 
 print ("\t2: $out$range = $in2;\n"); 
 print ("\t3: $out$range = $in3;\n"); 
 print ("\t// synopsys translate_off \n"); 
 print ("\tdefault: $out$range = 'bx;\n"); 
 print ("\t// synopsys translate_on \n"); 
 print ("\tendcase\n"); 
 next; 
 
    } 
 
    if (/^\s*(mux2o)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*) 
s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*\);/) { 
 $mux = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $sel1=$4; $in1=$5; $sel0=$6; $in0=$7; 
 print ("//*** $_"); 
 print ("wire [1:0] sel_$out;\n"); 
 print ("assign sel_$out = {$sel1, $sel0};\n"); 
 print ("always @(sel_$out or $in1 or $in0)\n"); 
# print ("\tcase (sel_$out) // synopsys case = full, parallel\n"); 
# print ("\tcase (sel_$out) // synopsys infer_mux\n"); 
 print ("\tcase (sel_$out) \n"); 
 print ("\t1: $out$range = $in0;\n"); 
 print ("\t2: $out$range = $in1;\n"); 
 print ("\t// synopsys translate_off \n"); 
 print ("\tdefault: $out$range = 'bx;\n"); 
 print ("\t// synopsys translate_on \n"); 
 print ("\tendcase\n"); 
 next; 
 
    } 
 
    if(/^\s*(mux3o)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*) 
\s*,\s*(\[*[\w\']+\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[
*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*\)\s*;/) { 
 $mux = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $sel2=$4; $in2=$5; $sel1=$6; $in1=$7; $sel0=$8; 
$in0=$9; 
 print ("//*** $_"); 
 print ("wire [2:0] sel_$out;\n"); 
 print ("assign sel_$out = {$sel2, $sel1, $sel0};\n"); 
 print ("always @(sel_$out or $in2 or $in1 or $in0)\n"); 
# print ("\tcase (sel_$out) // synopsys case = full, parallel\n"); 
# print ("\tcase (sel_$out) // synopsys infer_mux\n"); 
 print ("\tcase (sel_$out) \n"); 
 print ("\t1: $out$range = $in0;\n"); 
 print ("\t2: $out$range = $in1;\n"); 
 print ("\t4: $out$range = $in2;\n"); 
 print ("\t// synopsys translate_off \n"); 
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 print ("\tdefault: $out$range = 'bx;\n"); 
 print ("\t// synopsys translate_on \n"); 
 print ("\tendcase\n"); 
 next; 
 
    } 
 
    if (/^\s*(mux4o)\s*\((\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d 
*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*(\[*[\w\']+\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s 
*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*,\s*([\w\']+\[*\d*:*\d*\]*)\s*\)\s*;/) { 
 $mux = $1; $out = $2; $range = $3; $sel3=$4; $in3=$5;  
 $sel2=$6; $in2=$7; $sel1=$8; $in1=$9; $sel0=$10; $in0=$11; 
 print ("//*** $_"); 
 print ("wire [3:0] sel_$out;\n"); 
 print ("assign sel_$out = {$sel3, $sel2, $sel1, $sel0};\n"); 
 print ("always @(sel_$out or $in3 or $in2 or $in1 or $in0)\n"); 
# print ("\tcase (sel_$out) // synopsys case = full, parallel\n"); 
# print ("\tcase (sel_$out) // synopsys infer_mux\n"); 
 print ("\tcase (sel_$out) \n"); 
 print ("\t1: $out$range = $in0;\n"); 
 print ("\t2: $out$range = $in1;\n"); 
 print ("\t4: $out$range = $in2;\n"); 
 print ("\t8: $out$range = $in3;\n"); 
 print ("\t// synopsys translate_off \n"); 
 print ("\tdefault: $out$range = 'bx;\n"); 
 print ("\t// synopsys translate_on \n"); 
 print ("\tendcase\n"); 
 next; 
 
    } 
    print if (!/\s*endmodule\s*/); 
} 
 
print "\nendmodule // $modname\n"; 
 
 
 
sub wire_reg { 
    my ($aref, $wref, $rref, $pref) = @_; 
    while (my $t = shift(@$aref)) { 
 if ($t =~ (/^\d/ )) { next;} 
 elsif ($t =~ (/^(\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*/)) { 
  $wname=$1; $ww=$2; 
  my $found = $rfound = $wfound = $pfound =0; 
  foreach $p (keys %$pref) { 
      if ($p eq $wname) { $pfound =1; last;}    
  }  
  if (!$pfound) { 
      foreach $reg (keys %$rref) { 
   if ($reg eq $wname) { $rfound=1; last;}; 
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      } 
  } 
   
  if (!$pfound and !$rfound)  { 
   foreach $w (keys %$wref) { 
       if ($w eq $wname) {$wfound =1; last;}    
   } 
       
      } 
   
  if ($wfound) { 
         $sigref = $wref; 
 
      if ($ww =~ /\[(\d+):*(\d*)\]/) { 
       my $newupper = $1; my $newlower = $2; 
       if ($$sigref{$wname} =~ /\[(\d+):*(\d*)\]/) { 
    $oldupper =$1; $oldlower =$2;  # print "EXECUTED THIS 
LINE\n" 
       } else { 
    $oldupper =$oldlower = 0; # print "SHOULD NOT 
                                                        execute this line\n"; 
       } 
     
       $newupper = ($newupper < $oldupper) ? $oldupper : $newupper; 
       $newlower = ($newlower > $oldlower) ? $oldlower : $newlower; 
       $ww ="[$newupper:$newlower]";  
       $$sigref{$wname}=$ww; 
 
     
   } 
     } 
     } 
    
 $found = $wfound | $rfound | $pfound; 
 $$wref{$wname}=$ww if (!$found);  
      
    } 
    
       
#     return 1; 
     
 
} 
 
 
################################################################################# 
 
sub reg { 
    my ($aref, $rref) = @_; 
    while (my $t = shift(@$aref)) { 
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 if ($t =~ (/^\d/ )) { next;} 
 elsif ($t =~ (/^(\w+)(\[\d+:\d+\])*/)) { 
  $wname=$1; $ww=$2; 
  my $found = $rfound =0; 
      foreach $reg (keys %$rref) { 
   if ($reg eq $wname) { $rfound=1; last;}; 
      } 
   
  if ($rfound) { 
      if ($ww =~ /\[(\d+):*(\d*)\]/) { 
       my $newupper = $1; my $newlower = $2; 
       if ($$rref{$wname} =~ /\[(\d+):*(\d*)\]/) { 
    $oldupper =$1; $oldlower =$2; #print "EXECUTED THIS 
LINE\n" 
       } else { 
    $oldupper =$oldlower = 0; # print "SHOULD NOT execute this 
line\n"; 
       } 
     
       $newupper = ($newupper < $oldupper) ? $oldupper : $newupper; 
       $newlower = ($newlower > $oldlower) ? $oldlower : $newlower; 
       $ww ="[$newupper:$newlower]";  
       $$rref{$wname}=$ww; 
 
     
   } 
  } 
     }     
    
 $$rref{$wname}=$ww if (!$rfound);  
      
    } 
    
       
#     return 1; 
     
} 
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Appendix B 

RTL model of the reference model  in the pseudo-

structural format 

//radix 4 divider -- REFERENCE MODEL 
// module name: div 
// datapath prefix: dd 
// control prefix: dc 
// interface from outside world prefix: id (go to the divider datapath) ic  (to control) 
//  
module div_ref; 
 
// inputs 
input clk;   // gclk to divider 
input reset;   // reset  
input oc_sgl;   // single precision  
input oc_div_start; // start a division  
input [51:0] od_s_f;   // fraction of operand rs 
input [51:0] od_t_f;   // fraction of operand rt 
 
// outputs  
output [51:0] dd_r_f; // fraction of operand result r.f = rs.f / rt.f 
output dc_div_done;    // div done 
 
 
//+++ create conditions to gate clocks 
lat2(dc_lat_inp_phi1_cnd,   dc_phi1, oc_div_start |reset); 
//lat2(dc_div_phi1_cnd,      dc_phi1, oc_div_start | dc_running_div | reset); 
lat2(dc_div_phi1_cnd,      dc_phi1, oc_div_start | dc_running_div_lat | reset); 
//lat2(dc_div_step_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_running_div & !dc_step_done); 
lat2(dc_div_step_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_running_div & !dc_div_last_step); 
lat2(dc_res_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_step_done & !dc_res_phi1_cnd_lat);  
//gate(dc_div_phi1_cnd,      1'b1); 
//gate(dc_div_step_phi1_cnd, 1'b1); 
//+++  end create conditions to gate clocks 
 
 
//+++ create gated clks 
cc1(dc_phi1,              clk, 1'b1);    // free running clock 
cc1(dc_lat_inp_phi1,       clk, dc_lat_inp_phi1_cnd); // for input latching 
cc1(dc_div_phi1,          clk, dc_div_phi1_cnd);  
cc1(dc_div_step_phi1,     clk, dc_div_step_phi1_cnd); // for steps 
cc1(dc_res_phi1, clk, dc_res_phi1_cnd); 
//+++ end create gated clks 
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//+++ control 
 
fflop1(dc_div_cyc[4:0], dc_div_phi1, (reset | oc_div_start ) ? 5'h01 : dc_div_cyc + 5'h01); 
 
fflop1(dc_running_div_lat, dc_phi1, (oc_div_start | dc_running_div) & !reset); 
//gate(dc_running_div, (dc_running_div_lat & !dc_div_done_lcl)); 
gate(dc_running_div, (dc_running_div_lat & !dc_step_done)); 
//gate(dc_1st_step, (dc_div_cyc == 5'h01) & dc_running_div_lat); 
fflop1(dc_1st_step, dc_div_phi1, oc_div_start & !reset); 
 
 
gate(dc_sgl_last_step, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd13));  
gate(dc_dbl_last_step,   !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd28)); 
gate(dc_div_last_step, dc_sgl_last_step | dc_dbl_last_step); 
 
gate(dc_sgl_step_done, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd14));  
gate(dc_dbl_step_done,   !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd29)); 
gate(dc_step_done , dc_sgl_step_done | dc_dbl_step_done ); 
 
gate(dc_sgl_done, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd15)); 
gate(dc_dbl_done,    !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd30)); 
gate(dc_div_done_new, dc_sgl_done | dc_dbl_done); 
fflop1(dc_div_done_old, dc_phi1, dc_div_done_new); 
gate(dc_div_done, dc_div_done_new & ~dc_div_done_old); 
fflop1(dc_div_step_cnd_lat, dc_phi1, dc_div_step_phi1_cnd); 
fflop1(dc_res_phi1_cnd_lat, dc_phi1, dc_step_done); 
 
//+++ end control 
 
// +++ input latch  
// Latch inputs. Insert hidden bit, extend 1 guard bit to get dividend and divisor ready.  
// rs.f < rt.f and Q = rs.f / rt.f;  
// assume for sgl, 23 significant bits are [51:29]; for double 52bits are [51:0] 
fflop1(dd_s_f[51:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, od_s_f); 
fflop1(dd_t_f[51:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, od_t_f); 
gate(dd_dend_i[53:0], oc_sgl ? {1'b1, dd_s_f[51:29], 1'b0, 29'b0} : {1'b1, dd_s_f, 1'b0});  
gate(dd_dsor[53:0], oc_sgl ? {1'b1, dd_t_f[51:29], 1'b0, 29'b0} : {1'b1, dd_t_f, 1'b0}); 
gate(dd_dend[53:0], dd_s_f_gt? {1'b0, dd_dend_i[53:1]} : dd_dend_i); 
gate(dd_s_f_gt, dd_s_f > dd_t_f); // if rs.f > rt.f, right shift rs to get rs.f < rt.f 
// +++ end input latch  
 
 
 
//+++ building reference model based on paper-pencil method of division 
 
reg [57:0] diff3; 
reg [57:0] diff2; 
reg [57:0] diff1; 
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reg [57:0] prem; 
reg [57:0] dsor; 
reg [57:0] qt; 
reg [57:0] quotient; 
reg [1:0] quot; 
 
 
 always @( posedge clk ) begin 
 if (dc_1st_step && !reset) begin 
  #1 prem <=  {4'b0, dd_dend}; 
  #1 dsor <=  {4'b0, dd_dsor}; 
 end 
 
   else begin 
 quotient = qt; 
 qt = qt << 2; 
 prem = prem << 2; 
 diff3 = prem - 3 * dsor; 
 diff2 = prem - 2 * dsor; 
 diff1 = prem -     dsor; 
 qt[1:0] = (~diff3[57]? 2'd3 : (~diff2[57]? 2'd2 : (~diff1[57]? 2'd1 : 2'd0))); 
 prem = (~diff3[57]? diff3 : (~diff2[57]? diff2 : (~diff1[57]? diff1 : prem))); 
 quot = qt[1:0]; 
     end 
end 
 
gate(dd_r_f_mx[51:0], (oc_sgl? {qt[22:0], 29'd0} :qt[52:1])); 
gate(dd_r_f_final[51:0], (prem == dsor)? (oc_sgl? dd_r_f_mx + 30'h20000000 :dd_r_f_mx + 1): 
dd_r_f_mx); // for case x/x 
fflop1(dd_r_f[51:0], dc_div_done, dd_r_f_final); 
 
//+++ end building reference model based on paper-pencil method of division 
 
Endmodule 
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Appendix C 

RTL model of Design A in the pseudo-structural format 

//radix 4 maximally redundant divider -- DESIGN A 
// module name: div 
// datapath prefix: dd 
// control prefix: dc 
// interface from outside world prefix: od (go to the divider datapath) oc  (to control) 
//  
 
module div; 
// inputs 
input clk;   // gclk to divider 
input reset;   // reset  
input oc_sgl;   // single precision  
input oc_div_start; // start a division  
input [51:0] od_s_f;   // fraction of source operand rs 
input [51:0] od_t_f;   // fraction of source operand rt 
 
// outputs  
output [51:0] dd_r_f; // fraction of result  
output dc_div_done;    // div done 
 
 
//+++ create conditions to gate clocks 
lat2(dc_lat_inp_phi1_cnd,   dc_phi1, oc_div_start |reset); 
lat2(dc_lat_p3d_phi1_cnd,   dc_phi1, dc_1st_step); 
lat2(dc_div_phi1_cnd,      dc_phi1, oc_div_start | dc_running_div_lat | reset); 
lat2(dc_div_step_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_running_div & !dc_div_last_step); 
lat2(dc_res_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_step_done & !dc_res_phi1_cnd_lat);  
//+++  end create conditions to gate clocks 
 
 
//+++ create gated clks 
cc1(dc_phi1,              clk, 1'b1);    // free running clock 
cc1(dc_lat_p3d_phi1,       clk, dc_lat_p3d_phi1_cnd); // for latching 3D 
cc1(dc_lat_inp_phi1,       clk, dc_lat_inp_phi1_cnd); // for input latching 
cc1(dc_div_phi1,          clk, dc_div_phi1_cnd); // for the whole div 
cc1(dc_div_step_phi1,     clk, dc_div_step_phi1_cnd); // for recurrence steps 
cc1(dc_res_phi1, clk, dc_res_phi1_cnd);   // result latching 
//+++ end create gated clks 
 
 
//+++ control 
fflop1(dc_div_cyc[4:0], dc_div_phi1, (reset | oc_div_start ) ? 5'h01 : dc_div_cyc + 5'h01); 
fflop1(dc_running_div_lat, dc_phi1, (oc_div_start | dc_running_div) & !reset); 
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gate(dc_running_div, (dc_running_div_lat & !dc_step_done)); 
fflop1(dc_1st_step, dc_div_phi1, oc_div_start & !reset); 
gate(dc_sgl_last_step, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd13));  
gate(dc_dbl_last_step,   !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd28)); 
gate(dc_div_last_step, dc_sgl_last_step | dc_dbl_last_step); 
gate(dc_sgl_step_done, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd14));  
gate(dc_dbl_step_done,   !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd29)); 
gate(dc_step_done , dc_sgl_step_done | dc_dbl_step_done ); 
gate(dc_sgl_done, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd15)); 
gate(dc_dbl_done,    !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd30)); 
gate(dc_div_done_new, dc_sgl_done | dc_dbl_done); 
fflop1(dc_div_done_old, dc_phi1, dc_div_done_new); 
gate(dc_div_done, dc_div_done_new & ~dc_div_done_old); 
fflop1(dc_div_step_cnd_lat, dc_phi1, dc_div_step_phi1_cnd); 
fflop1(dc_res_phi1_cnd_lat, dc_phi1, dc_step_done); 
//+++ end control 
 
// +++ input latching  
// Latch inputs. Insert hidden bit, extend 1 guard bit to get dividend and divisor ready.  
// rs.f < rt.f and Q = rs.f / rt.f;  
// assume for sgl, 23 significant bits are [51:29]; for double 52bits are [51:0] 
gate(dd_s_f_gt, dd_s_f > dd_t_f); // if rs.f > rt.f, right shift rs to get rs.f < rt.f 
//gate(dd_s_f_gt_tmp, od_s_f > od_t_f); // if rs.f > rt.f, right shift rs to get rs.f < rt.f 
//fflop1(dd_s_f_gt, dc_lat_inp_phi1, dd_s_f_gt_tmp); 
fflop1(dd_s_f[51:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, od_s_f); 
fflop1(dd_t_f[51:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, od_t_f); 
gate(dd_dend_i[53:0], oc_sgl ? {1'b1, dd_s_f[51:29], 1'b0, 29'b0} : {1'b1, dd_s_f, 1'b0});  
gate(dd_dsor[53:0], oc_sgl ? {1'b1, dd_t_f[51:29], 1'b0, 29'b0} : {1'b1, dd_t_f, 1'b0}); 
gate(dd_dend[53:0], dd_s_f_gt? {1'b0, dd_dend_i[53:1]} : dd_dend_i); 
// +++ end input latch  
 
 
 
// +++ qselect and partial remainder update 
gate(d[57:0], {4'b0, dd_dsor[53:0]});  
gate(msb, d[52]); 
gate(dd_ws0_mxout[55:0], dc_1st_step? {2'b00, dd_dend} : ws1[55:0]); 
gate(dd_wc0_mxout[55:0], dc_1st_step? 56'd0 : wc1[55:0]); 
fflop1(ws0_lat[57:2], dc_div_step_phi1, dd_ws0_mxout); 
fflop1(wc0_lat[57:2], dc_div_step_phi1, dd_wc0_mxout); 
gate(dd_ws0[57:0], {ws0_lat, 2'b0}); 
gate(dd_wc0[57:0], {wc0_lat, 2'b0}); 
gate(dd_y[5:0], dd_ws0[57:52] + dd_wc0[57:52]); 
// dd_y[4] =0  
gate(q_yp[2:0], (((msb & dd_y[3:0] >= 8) | (~msb & d[51] & dd_y[3:0] >=6) | (~msb & ~d[51] & 
dd_y[3:0] >=5))? 3'd3 : (((msb & dd_y[3:0] >= 4) | (~msb & dd_y[3:0] >=3))? 3'd2 :(dd_y[3:0] >= 
1? 3'd1 : 3'd0))));  
// use one’s complement for neg q  
gate(q_yn[2:0], (dd_y[4:0] >= 30? 3'd0 : (((msb & dd_y[4:0] >= 27) | (~msb & dd_y[4:0] >= 28))? 
3'b110 : (((msb & dd_y[4:0] >= 23) | (~msb & d[51] & dd_y[4:0] >=25) | (~msb & ~d[51] & 
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dd_y[4:0] >=26))? 3'b101: 3'b100))));  
gate(q[2:0], dd_y[5]? q_yn : q_yp); 
gate(qs, q[2]); 
gate(qm[1:0], q[1:0]); 
gate(md[57:0], {~d[57:1], 1'b0}); 
gate(m2d[57:0], {~d[56:1], 2'b10}); 
gate(p2d[57:0], {d[56:0], 1'b0}); 
 
// create 3d in 1 cycle then latch 
fflop1(p3d[57:0], dc_lat_p3d_phi1, add_out); 
gate(m3d[57:0], {~p3d[57:1], 1'b0});  
mux4e(ws1_in_posq[57:0], qm[1], qm[0], m3d, m2d, md, 58'h3fffffffffffffe);  
mux4e(ws1_in_negq[57:0], qm[1], qm[0], 0, d, p2d, p3d); 
mux2e(ws1_in[57:0], qs, ws1_in_negq, ws1_in_posq); 
 
// decompose FA into two HAs so that ws0 and wc0 can be compressed first before qd is available 
gate(ws1int1[57:0], dd_ws0 ^ dd_wc0); 
gate(wc1int1[57:0], (dd_ws0 & dd_wc0) << 1); 
gate(ws1int2[57:0], {ws1int1[57:2], ~qs, 1'b0});  
gate(ws1[57:0], ws1int2 ^ ws1_in); 
gate(wc1int2[57:0], (ws1int2 & ws1_in) << 1); 
gate(wc1[57:0], wc1int1 | wc1int2 ); 
 
//+++ end qselect and partial remainder update 
 
 
//+++ q conversion and correction 
// loading into p and n vectors 
fflop1(p[53:52], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 2) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[53:52]); 
fflop1(n[53:52], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 2) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[53:52]); 
 
fflop1(p[51:50], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 3) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[51:50]); 
fflop1(n[51:50], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 3) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[51:50]); 
 
fflop1(p[49:48], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 4) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[49:48]); 
fflop1(n[49:48], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 4) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[49:48]); 
 
fflop1(p[47:46], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 5) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[47:46]); 
fflop1(n[47:46], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 5) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[47:46]); 
 
fflop1(p[45:44], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 6) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[45:44]); 
fflop1(n[45:44], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 6) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[45:44]); 
 
fflop1(p[43:42], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 7) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[43:42]); 
fflop1(n[43:42], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 7) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[43:42]); 
 
fflop1(p[41:40], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 8) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[41:40]); 
fflop1(n[41:40], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 8) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[41:40]); 
 
fflop1(p[39:38], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 9) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[39:38]); 
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fflop1(n[39:38], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 9) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[39:38]); 
 
fflop1(p[37:36], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 10) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[37:36]); 
fflop1(n[37:36], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 10) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[37:36]); 
 
fflop1(p[35:34], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 11) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[35:34]); 
fflop1(n[35:34], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 11) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[35:34]); 
 
fflop1(p[33:32], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 12) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[33:32]); 
fflop1(n[33:32], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 12) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[33:32]); 
 
fflop1(p[31:30], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 13) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[31:30]); 
fflop1(n[31:30], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 13) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[31:30]); 
 
 
 
fflop1(p[29:28], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 14 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[29:28]); 
fflop1(n[29:28], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 14 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[29:28]); 
 
fflop1(p[27:26], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 15 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[27:26]); 
fflop1(n[27:26], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 15 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[27:26]); 
 
fflop1(p[25:24], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 16 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[25:24]); 
fflop1(n[25:24], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 16 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[25:24]); 
 
fflop1(p[23:22], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 17 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[23:22]); 
fflop1(n[23:22], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 17 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[23:22]); 
 
fflop1(p[21:20], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 18 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[21:20]); 
fflop1(n[21:20], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 18 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[21:20]); 
 
fflop1(p[19:18], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 19 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[19:18]); 
fflop1(n[19:18], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 19 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[19:18]); 
 
fflop1(p[17:16], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 20 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[17:16]); 
fflop1(n[17:16], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 20 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[17:16]); 
 
fflop1(p[15:14], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 21 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[15:14]); 
fflop1(n[15:14], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 21 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[15:14]); 
 
fflop1(p[13:12], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 22 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[13:12]); 
fflop1(n[13:12], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 22 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[13:12]); 
 
fflop1(p[11:10], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 23 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[11:10]); 
fflop1(n[11:10], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 23 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[11:10]); 
 
fflop1(p[9:8], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 24 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[9:8]); 
fflop1(n[9:8], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 24 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[9:8]); 
 
fflop1(p[7:6], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 25 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[7:6]); 
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fflop1(n[7:6], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 25 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[7:6]); 
 
fflop1(p[5:4], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 26 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[5:4]); 
fflop1(n[5:4], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 26 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[5:4]); 
 
fflop1(p[3:2], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 27 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[3:2]); 
fflop1(n[3:2], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 27 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[3:2]); 
 
fflop1(p[1:0], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 28 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[1:0]); 
fflop1(n[1:0], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 28 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[1:0]); 
 
 
gate(pin[53:0], oc_sgl? (p[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (p[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
gate(nin[53:0], oc_sgl? (n[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (n[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
 
// qacc = q + n +1 becuase n is in one’s complement format. q+n = qacc minus 1. No need to add 1 
if final remainder is neg. add +1 is easier than subtract 1 
 
// latching final w to avoid multicycle path at the extra cost of fflops 
//fflop1(ws1_lat[57:0], dc_finalw_phi1, ws1); 
//fflop1(wc1_lat[57:0], dc_finalw_phi1, wc1); 
//gate(wsc[57:0], $signed(ws1_lat) + $signed(wc1_lat)); 
 
//gating inputs to save power 
gate(ws1_gated[57:0], {58 {dc_step_done}} & ws1); 
gate(wc1_gated[57:0], {58 {dc_step_done}} & wc1); 
gate(wsc[57:0], $signed(ws1_gated) + $signed(wc1_gated)); 
gate(w_eq_d, ($signed(wsc) - $signed(d) == 0)); 
gate(w_neg, ($signed (wsc) < 0)); 
gate(add_0, w_neg); 
gate(add_1, ~w_neg & ~w_eq_d); 
gate(add_2, ~w_neg & w_eq_d); 
 
gate(csa_in_a_sgl[57:0], {pin[53:30], 34'd0}); 
gate(csa_in_b_sgl[57:0], {nin[53:30], 34'd0});  
gate(csa_in_c_sgl[57:0], add_0? 58'd0: (add_1? {23'd0, 35'h400000000}: {22'd0, 
36'h800000000})); 
 
gate(csa_in_a_dbl[57:0], {pin[53:0], 4'd0}); 
gate(csa_in_b_dbl[57:0], {nin[53:0], 4'd0});  
gate(csa_in_c_dbl[57:0], add_0? 58'd0: (add_1? {53'd0, 5'h10}: {52'd0, 6'h20})); 
 
gate(csa_in_a[57:0], oc_sgl? csa_in_a_sgl[57:0]: csa_in_a_dbl[57:0]); 
gate(csa_in_b[57:0], oc_sgl? csa_in_b_sgl[57:0] :csa_in_b_dbl[57:0]); 
gate(csa_in_c[57:0], oc_sgl? csa_in_c_sgl[57:0] :csa_in_c_dbl[57:0]); 
 
gate(csa_out_sum[57:0], csa_in_a[57:0] ^ csa_in_b[57:0] ^ csa_in_c[57:0]); 
gate(csa_out_cry[57:0], ((csa_in_a[57:0] & csa_in_b[57:0])| (csa_in_a[57:0] & csa_in_c[57:0]) | 
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(csa_in_b[57:0] & csa_in_c[57:0])) << 1); 
 
 
// same adder to create 3d and p-n for conversion 
//2d and d unchanged during division.  
//keep operands unchanged during inactive to save power 
 
gate(add_a[57:0], dc_step_done? csa_out_sum[57:0]  : p2d[57:0]); 
gate(add_b[57:0], dc_step_done? csa_out_cry[57:0]  : d[57:0]); 
gate(add_out[57:0], add_a[57:0] + add_b[57:0]); 
gate(qacc[53:0], add_out[57:4]); 
 
fflop1(dd_r_f[51:0], dc_res_phi1, qacc[52:1]); 
 
//+++ end q conversion and correction 
 
Endmodule 
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Appendix D 

RTL model of Design B in the pseudo-structural format 

//radix 4 maximally redundant divider -- DESIGN B 
// module name: div 
// datapath prefix: dd 
// control prefix: dc 
// interface from outside world prefix: od (go to the divider datapath) oc  (to control) 
//  
module div; 
// inputs 
input clk;   // gclk to divider 
input reset;   // reset  
input oc_sgl;   // single precision  
input oc_div_start; // start a division  
input [51:0] od_s_f;   // fraction of source operand rs 
input [51:0] od_t_f;   // fraction of source operand rt 
 
// outputs  
output [51:0] dd_r_f; // fraction of result  
output dc_div_done;    // div done 
 
 
//+++ create conditions to gate clocks 
lat2(dc_lat_inp_phi1_cnd,   dc_phi1, oc_div_start |reset); 
lat2(dc_lat_p3d_phi1_cnd,   dc_phi1, dc_1st_step); 
lat2(dc_div_phi1_cnd,      dc_phi1, oc_div_start | dc_running_div_lat | reset); 
lat2(dc_div_step_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_running_div & !dc_div_last_step); 
lat2(dc_res_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_step_done & !dc_res_phi1_cnd_lat);  
//+++  end create conditions to gate clocks 
 
 
//+++ create gated clks 
cc1(dc_phi1,              clk, 1'b1);    // free running clock 
cc1(dc_lat_p3d_phi1,       clk, dc_lat_p3d_phi1_cnd); // for latching 3D 
cc1(dc_lat_inp_phi1,       clk, dc_lat_inp_phi1_cnd); // for input latching 
cc1(dc_div_phi1,          clk, dc_div_phi1_cnd); // for the whole div 
cc1(dc_div_step_phi1,     clk, dc_div_step_phi1_cnd); // for recurrence steps 
cc1(dc_res_phi1, clk, dc_res_phi1_cnd);   // result latching 
//+++ end create gated clks 
 
 
//+++ control 
 
fflop1(dc_div_cyc[4:0], dc_div_phi1, (reset | oc_div_start ) ? 5'h01 : dc_div_cyc + 5'h01); 
fflop1(dc_running_div_lat, dc_phi1, (oc_div_start | dc_running_div) & !reset); 
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gate(dc_running_div, (dc_running_div_lat & !dc_step_done)); 
fflop1(dc_1st_step, dc_div_phi1, oc_div_start & !reset); 
gate(dc_sgl_last_step, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd13));  
gate(dc_dbl_last_step,   !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd28)); 
gate(dc_div_last_step, dc_sgl_last_step | dc_dbl_last_step); 
gate(dc_sgl_step_done, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd14));  
gate(dc_dbl_step_done,   !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd29)); 
gate(dc_step_done , dc_sgl_step_done | dc_dbl_step_done ); 
gate(dc_sgl_done, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd15)); 
gate(dc_dbl_done,    !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd30)); 
gate(dc_div_done_new, dc_sgl_done | dc_dbl_done); 
fflop1(dc_div_done_old, dc_phi1, dc_div_done_new); 
gate(dc_div_done, dc_div_done_new & ~dc_div_done_old); 
fflop1(dc_div_step_cnd_lat, dc_phi1, dc_div_step_phi1_cnd); 
fflop1(dc_res_phi1_cnd_lat, dc_phi1, dc_step_done); 
 
//+++ end control 
 
// +++ input latching  
// Latch inputs. Insert hidden bit, extend 1 guard bit to get dividend and divisor ready.  
// rs.f < rt.f and Q = rs.f / rt.f;  
// assume for sgl, 23 significant bits are [51:29]; for double 52bits are [51:0] 
gate(dd_s_f_gt, dd_s_f > dd_t_f); // if rs.f > rt.f, right shift rs to get rs.f < rt.f 
//gate(dd_s_f_gt_tmp, od_s_f > od_t_f); // if rs.f > rt.f, right shift rs to get rs.f < rt.f 
//fflop1(dd_s_f_gt, dc_lat_inp_phi1, dd_s_f_gt_tmp); 
fflop1(dd_s_f[51:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, od_s_f); 
fflop1(dd_t_f[51:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, od_t_f); 
gate(dd_dend_i[53:0], oc_sgl ? {1'b1, dd_s_f[51:29], 1'b0, 29'b0} : {1'b1, dd_s_f, 1'b0});  
gate(dd_dsor[53:0], oc_sgl ? {1'b1, dd_t_f[51:29], 1'b0, 29'b0} : {1'b1, dd_t_f, 1'b0}); 
gate(dd_dend[53:0], dd_s_f_gt? {1'b0, dd_dend_i[53:1]} : dd_dend_i); 
 
// +++ end input latch  
 
 
 
// +++ qselect and partial remainder update 
 
gate(d[57:0], {4'b0, dd_dsor[53:0]});  
gate(msb, d[52]); 
gate(dd_ws0_mxout[55:0], dc_1st_step? {2'b00, dd_dend} : ws1[55:0]); 
gate(dd_wc0_mxout[55:0], dc_1st_step? 56'd0 : wc1[55:0]); 
fflop1(ws0_lat[57:2], dc_div_step_phi1, dd_ws0_mxout); 
fflop1(wc0_lat[57:2], dc_div_step_phi1, dd_wc0_mxout); 
gate(dd_ws0[57:0], {ws0_lat, 2'b0}); 
gate(dd_wc0[57:0], {wc0_lat, 2'b0}); 
gate(dd_y[5:0], dd_ws0[57:52] + dd_wc0[57:52]); 
gate(q_yp_1[2:0], ((dd_y[3] | dd_y[2])? 3'd3 : (dd_y[1]? 3'd2 : 3'd1)));  
gate(q_yp_2[2:0], ((dd_y[3] | dd_y[2] & dd_y[1])? 3'd3 : (dd_y[2] | dd_y[1] ? 3'd2 : 3'd1)));  
gate(q_yp_3[2:0], ((dd_y[3] | dd_y[2] & dd_y[1])? 3'd3 : (dd_y[2]? 3'd2 : 3'd1)));  
gate(q_yp_4[2:0], ((dd_y[3])? 3'd3 : (dd_y[2] | dd_y[2] & dd_y[1]? 3'd2 : 3'd1)));  
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// use one’s complement for neg q 
gate(q_yn_1[2:0], ((dd_y[4:1] == 15)? 3'b000 : (dd_y[4:1] == 14? 3'b110 : (dd_y[4:1] ==13 ? 
3'b101 : 3'b100))));  
gate(q_yn_2[2:0], ((dd_y[4:1] == 15)? 3'b000 : (dd_y[4:1] == 14? 3'b110 : (dd_y[4:1] >=12 ? 
3'b101 : 3'b100))));  
gate(q_yn_3[2:0], ((dd_y[4:1] == 15)? 3'b000 : (dd_y[4:1] >= 13? 3'b110 : (dd_y[4:1] ==12 ? 
3'b101 : 3'b100))));  
gate(q_yn_4[2:0], ((dd_y[4:1] == 15)? 3'b000 : (dd_y[4:1] >= 13? 3'b110 : (dd_y[4:1] >=11 ? 
3'b101 : 3'b100)))); 
gate(q_yp_i[2:0], (((msb & (dd_y[4:1] >= 4)) | (~msb & ((dd_y[4:1] >= 3))))? 3'd3 : (dd_y[4:1] 
>= 2? 3'd2 : (dd_y[4:1] >=1 ? 3'd1 : 3'd0))));  
// use one’s complement for neg q 
gate(q_yn_i[2:0], ((dd_y[4:1]==15)? 3'b000 : ((dd_y[4:1] >= 14)? 3'b110 : (((msb & (dd_y[4:1] 
>= 12)) | (~msb & (dd_y[4:1] >= 13)))? 3'b101 : 3'b100)))); 
  
mux4e(q_yp_ni[2:0], d[52], d[51], q_yp_4, q_yp_3, q_yp_2, q_yp_1); 
mux4e(q_yn_ni[2:0], d[52], d[51], q_yn_4, q_yn_3, q_yn_2, q_yn_1); 
mux2e(q_yp[2:0], dd_y[0], q_yp_ni, q_yp_i); 
mux2e(q_yn[2:0], dd_y[0], q_yn_ni, q_yn_i); 
gate(q[2:0], dd_y[5]? q_yn : q_yp); 
gate(qs, q[2]); 
gate(qm[1:0], q[1:0]); 
gate(md[57:0], {~d[57:1], 1'b0}); 
gate(m2d[57:0], {~d[56:1], 2'b10}); 
gate(p2d[57:0], {d[56:0], 1'b0}); 
 
// create 3d in 1 cycle then latch 
fflop1(p3d[57:0], dc_lat_p3d_phi1, add_out); 
gate(m3d[57:0], {~p3d[57:1], 1'b0});  
mux4e(ws1_in_posq[57:0], qm[1], qm[0], m3d, m2d, md, 58'h3fffffffffffffe);  
mux4e(ws1_in_negq[57:0], qm[1], qm[0], 0, d, p2d, p3d); 
mux2e(ws1_in[57:0], qs, ws1_in_negq, ws1_in_posq); 
 
 
// decompose adder into two HAs so that ws0 and wc0 can be compressed first before qd is 
available 
gate(ws1int1[57:0], dd_ws0 ^ dd_wc0); 
gate(wc1int1[57:0], (dd_ws0 & dd_wc0) << 1); 
gate(ws1int2[57:0], {ws1int1[57:2], ~qs, 1'b0});  
gate(ws1[57:0], ws1int2 ^ ws1_in); 
gate(wc1int2[57:0], (ws1int2 & ws1_in) << 1); 
gate(wc1[57:0], wc1int1 | wc1int2 ); 
//+++ end qselect and partial remainder update 
 
 
//+++ q conversion and correction 
// loading into p and n vectors 
 
fflop1(p[53:52], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 2) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[53:52]); 
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fflop1(n[53:52], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 2) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[53:52]); 
 
fflop1(p[51:50], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 3) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[51:50]); 
fflop1(n[51:50], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 3) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[51:50]); 
 
fflop1(p[49:48], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 4) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[49:48]); 
fflop1(n[49:48], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 4) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[49:48]); 
 
fflop1(p[47:46], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 5) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[47:46]); 
fflop1(n[47:46], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 5) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[47:46]); 
 
fflop1(p[45:44], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 6) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[45:44]); 
fflop1(n[45:44], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 6) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[45:44]); 
 
fflop1(p[43:42], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 7) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[43:42]); 
fflop1(n[43:42], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 7) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[43:42]); 
 
fflop1(p[41:40], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 8) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[41:40]); 
fflop1(n[41:40], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 8) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[41:40]); 
 
fflop1(p[39:38], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 9) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[39:38]); 
fflop1(n[39:38], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 9) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[39:38]); 
 
fflop1(p[37:36], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 10) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[37:36]); 
fflop1(n[37:36], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 10) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[37:36]); 
 
fflop1(p[35:34], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 11) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[35:34]); 
fflop1(n[35:34], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 11) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[35:34]); 
 
fflop1(p[33:32], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 12) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[33:32]); 
fflop1(n[33:32], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 12) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[33:32]); 
 
fflop1(p[31:30], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 13) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[31:30]); 
fflop1(n[31:30], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 13) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[31:30]); 
 
 
 
fflop1(p[29:28], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 14 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[29:28]); 
fflop1(n[29:28], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 14 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[29:28]); 
 
fflop1(p[27:26], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 15 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[27:26]); 
fflop1(n[27:26], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 15 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[27:26]); 
 
fflop1(p[25:24], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 16 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[25:24]); 
fflop1(n[25:24], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 16 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[25:24]); 
 
fflop1(p[23:22], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 17 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[23:22]); 
fflop1(n[23:22], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 17 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[23:22]); 
 
fflop1(p[21:20], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 18 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[21:20]); 
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fflop1(n[21:20], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 18 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[21:20]); 
 
fflop1(p[19:18], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 19 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[19:18]); 
fflop1(n[19:18], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 19 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[19:18]); 
 
fflop1(p[17:16], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 20 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[17:16]); 
fflop1(n[17:16], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 20 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[17:16]); 
 
fflop1(p[15:14], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 21 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[15:14]); 
fflop1(n[15:14], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 21 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[15:14]); 
 
fflop1(p[13:12], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 22 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[13:12]); 
fflop1(n[13:12], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 22 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[13:12]); 
 
fflop1(p[11:10], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 23 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[11:10]); 
fflop1(n[11:10], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 23 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[11:10]); 
 
fflop1(p[9:8], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 24 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[9:8]); 
fflop1(n[9:8], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 24 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[9:8]); 
 
fflop1(p[7:6], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 25 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[7:6]); 
fflop1(n[7:6], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 25 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[7:6]); 
 
fflop1(p[5:4], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 26 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[5:4]); 
fflop1(n[5:4], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 26 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[5:4]); 
 
fflop1(p[3:2], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 27 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[3:2]); 
fflop1(n[3:2], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 27 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[3:2]); 
 
fflop1(p[1:0], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 28 & ~oc_sgl) ? (qs ? 2'b00 : q[1:0]) : p[1:0]); 
fflop1(n[1:0], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 28 & ~oc_sgl) ? (~qs ? 2'b11 : q[1:0]) : n[1:0]); 
 
 
gate(pin[53:0], oc_sgl? (p[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (p[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
gate(nin[53:0], oc_sgl? (n[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (n[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
 
// qacc = q + n +1 becuase n is in one’s complement format. q+n = qacc minus 1. No need to add 1 
if final remainder is neg. add +1 is easier than subtract 1. 
 
// latching final w to avoid multicycle path at the extra cost of fflops 
//fflop1(ws1_lat[57:0], dc_finalw_phi1, ws1); 
//fflop1(wc1_lat[57:0], dc_finalw_phi1, wc1); 
//gate(wsc[57:0], $signed(ws1_lat) + $signed(wc1_lat)); 
 
//gating inputs to save power 
gate(ws1_gated[57:0], {58 {dc_step_done}} & ws1); 
gate(wc1_gated[57:0], {58 {dc_step_done}} & wc1); 
gate(wsc[57:0], $signed(ws1_gated) + $signed(wc1_gated)); 
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gate(w_eq_d, ($signed(wsc) - $signed(d) == 0)); 
gate(w_neg, ($signed (wsc) < 0)); 
gate(add_0, w_neg); 
gate(add_1, ~w_neg & ~w_eq_d); 
gate(add_2, ~w_neg & w_eq_d); 
 
gate(csa_in_a_sgl[57:0], {pin[53:30], 34'd0}); 
gate(csa_in_b_sgl[57:0], {nin[53:30], 34'd0});  
gate(csa_in_c_sgl[57:0], add_0? 58'd0: (add_1? {23'd0, 35'h400000000}: {22'd0, 
36'h800000000})); 
 
gate(csa_in_a_dbl[57:0], {pin[53:0], 4'd0}); 
gate(csa_in_b_dbl[57:0], {nin[53:0], 4'd0});  
gate(csa_in_c_dbl[57:0], add_0? 58'd0: (add_1? {53'd0, 5'h10}: {52'd0, 6'h20})); 
 
gate(csa_in_a[57:0], oc_sgl? csa_in_a_sgl[57:0]: csa_in_a_dbl[57:0]); 
gate(csa_in_b[57:0], oc_sgl? csa_in_b_sgl[57:0] :csa_in_b_dbl[57:0]); 
gate(csa_in_c[57:0], oc_sgl? csa_in_c_sgl[57:0] :csa_in_c_dbl[57:0]); 
 
gate(csa_out_sum[57:0], csa_in_a[57:0] ^ csa_in_b[57:0] ^ csa_in_c[57:0]); 
gate(csa_out_cry[57:0], ((csa_in_a[57:0] & csa_in_b[57:0])| (csa_in_a[57:0] & csa_in_c[57:0]) | 
(csa_in_b[57:0] & csa_in_c[57:0])) << 1); 
 
 
// same adder to create 3d and p-n for conversion 
//2d and d unchanged during division.  
//keep operands unchanged during inactive to save power 
 
gate(add_a[57:0], dc_step_done? csa_out_sum[57:0]  : p2d[57:0]); 
gate(add_b[57:0], dc_step_done? csa_out_cry[57:0]  : d[57:0]); 
gate(add_out[57:0], add_a[57:0] + add_b[57:0]); 
gate(qacc[53:0], add_out[57:4]); 
 
fflop1(dd_r_f[51:0], dc_res_phi1, qacc[52:1]); 
 
//+++ end q conversion and correction 
 
Endmodule 
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Appendix E 

RTL model of Design C in the pseudo-structural format 

//radix 4 overredundant divider -- DESIGN C 
// module name: div 
// datapath prefix: dd 
// control prefix: dc 
// interface from outside world prefix: od (go to the divider datapath) oc  (to control) 
//  
module div; 
// inputs 
input clk;   // gclk to divider 
input reset;   // reset  
input oc_sgl;   // single precision  
input oc_div_start; // start a division  
input [51:0] od_s_f;   // fraction of operand rs 
input [51:0] od_t_f;   // fraction of operand rt 
 
// outputs  
output [51:0] dd_r_f; // fraction of operand result r.f = rs.f / rt.f 
output dc_div_done;    // div done 
 
 
//+++ create conditions to gate clocks 
lat2(dc_lat_inp_phi1_cnd,   dc_phi1, oc_div_start |reset); 
lat2(dc_lat_p3d_phi1_cnd,   dc_phi1, dc_1st_step); 
lat2(dc_div_phi1_cnd,      dc_phi1, oc_div_start | dc_running_div_lat | reset); 
lat2(dc_div_step_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_running_div & !dc_div_last_step); 
lat2(dc_res_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_step_done & !dc_res_phi1_cnd_lat);  
//+++  end create conditions to gate clocks 
 
 
//+++ create gated clks 
cc1(dc_phi1,              clk, 1'b1);    // free running clock 
cc1(dc_lat_inp_phi1,       clk, dc_lat_inp_phi1_cnd); // for input latching 
cc1(dc_lat_p3d_phi1,       clk, dc_lat_p3d_phi1_cnd); // for latching 3D 
cc1(dc_div_phi1,          clk, dc_div_phi1_cnd); // for the whole div 
cc1(dc_div_step_phi1,     clk, dc_div_step_phi1_cnd); // for steps 
cc1(dc_res_phi1, clk, dc_res_phi1_cnd);   // result latching 
//+++ end create gated clks 
 
 
//+++ control 
fflop1(dc_div_cyc[4:0], dc_div_phi1, (reset | oc_div_start ) ? 5'h01 : dc_div_cyc + 5'h01); 
fflop1(dc_running_div_lat, dc_phi1, (oc_div_start | dc_running_div) & !reset); 
gate(dc_running_div, (dc_running_div_lat & !dc_step_done)); 
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fflop1(dc_1st_step, dc_div_phi1, oc_div_start & !reset); 
gate(dc_sgl_last_step, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd13));  
gate(dc_dbl_last_step,   !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd28)); 
gate(dc_div_last_step, dc_sgl_last_step | dc_dbl_last_step); 
gate(dc_sgl_step_done, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd14));  
gate(dc_dbl_step_done,   !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd29)); 
gate(dc_step_done , dc_sgl_step_done | dc_dbl_step_done ); 
gate(dc_sgl_done, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd15)); 
gate(dc_dbl_done,    !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd30)); 
gate(dc_div_done_new, dc_sgl_done | dc_dbl_done); 
fflop1(dc_div_done_old, dc_phi1, dc_div_done_new); 
gate(dc_div_done, dc_div_done_new & ~dc_div_done_old); 
fflop1(dc_div_step_cnd_lat, dc_phi1, dc_div_step_phi1_cnd); 
fflop1(dc_res_phi1_cnd_lat, dc_phi1, dc_step_done); 
//+++ end control 
 
 
// +++ input latching  
// Latch inputs. Insert hidden bit, extend 1 guard bit to get dividend and divisor ready.  
// rs.f < rt.f and Q = rs.f / rt.f;  
// assume for sgl, 23 significant bits are [51:29]; for double 52bits are [51:0] 
fflop1(dd_s_f[51:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, od_s_f); 
fflop1(dd_t_f[51:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, od_t_f); 
gate(dd_dend_i[53:0], oc_sgl ? {1'b1, dd_s_f[51:29], 1'b0, 29'b0} : {1'b1, dd_s_f, 1'b0});  
gate(dd_dsor[53:0], oc_sgl ? {1'b1, dd_t_f[51:29], 1'b0, 29'b0} : {1'b1, dd_t_f, 1'b0}); 
gate(dd_dend[53:0], dd_s_f_gt? {1'b0, dd_dend_i[53:1]} : dd_dend_i); 
gate(dd_s_f_gt, dd_s_f > dd_t_f); // if rs.f > rt.f, right shift rs to get rs.f < rt.f 
// +++ end input latch  
 
 
 
// +++ qselect and partial remainder update 
gate(d[57:0], {4'b0, dd_dsor[53:0]});  
gate(msb, d[52]); 
gate(dd_ws0_mxout[55:0], dc_1st_step? {2'b00, dd_dend} : ws1[55:0]); 
gate(dd_wc0_mxout[55:0], dc_1st_step? 56'd0 : wc1[55:0]); 
fflop1(ws0_lat[57:2], dc_div_step_phi1, dd_ws0_mxout); 
fflop1(wc0_lat[57:2], dc_div_step_phi1, dd_wc0_mxout); 
gate(dd_ws0[57:0], {ws0_lat, 2'b0}); 
gate(dd_wc0[57:0], {wc0_lat, 2'b0}); 
gate(dd_y[5:0], dd_ws0[57:52] + dd_wc0[57:52]); 
// dd_y[4] !=0 becasue redundancy index ro=4/3 
gate(q_yp[3:0], (((msb & dd_y[4:0] >= 11) | (~msb & d[51] & dd_y[4:0] >=9) | (~msb & ~d[51] 
& dd_y[4:0] >=7))? 4'd4 : (((msb & dd_y[4:0] >= 7) | (~msb & dd_y[4:0] >=5))? 4'd3 :(dd_y[4:0] 
>= 3? 4'd2 :(dd_y[4:0] >= 1? 4'd1 : 4'd0)))));  
 
// use 1's complement for neg q 
gate(q_yn[3:0], (dd_y[4:0] >= 30? 4'd0 : (dd_y[4:0] >= 28? 4'b1110 : (((msb & dd_y[4:0] >= 24) | 
(~msb & dd_y[4:0] >=26))? 4'b1101 : (((msb & dd_y[4:0] >= 20) | (~msb & d[51] & dd_y[4:0] 
>=22) | (~msb & ~d[51] & dd_y[4:0] >=24))? 4'b1100: 4'b1011)))));  
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gate(q[3:0], dd_y[5]? q_yn : q_yp); 
gate(qs, q[3]); 
gate(qm[2:0], q[2:0]); 
gate(md[57:0], {~d[57:1], 1'b0}); 
gate(m2d[57:0], {~d[56:1], 2'b10}); 
gate(m4d[57:0], {~d[55:1], 3'b110}); 
gate(p2d[57:0], {d[56:0], 1'b0}); 
gate(p4d[57:0], {d[55:0], 2'b0}); 
 
fflop1(p3d[57:0], dc_lat_p3d_phi1, add_out); 
//fflop1(p3d[57:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, add_out); 
gate(m3d[57:0], {~p3d[57:1], 1'b0}); // create 3d in 1 cycle 
gate(q_eq_4, (q[3:0] == 4'd4)); 
gate(q_eq_m4, (q[3:0] == 4'b1011)); 
mux4e(ws1_in_posq[57:0], qm[1], qm[0], m3d, m2d, md, 58'h3fffffffffffffe);  
mux4e(ws1_in_negq[57:0], qm[1], qm[0], 0, d, p2d, p3d); 
gate(ws1_in_posq_mx[57:0], q_eq_4? m4d : ws1_in_posq); 
gate(ws1_in_negq_mx[57:0], q_eq_m4? p4d : ws1_in_negq); 
mux2e(ws1_in[57:0], qs, ws1_in_negq_mx, ws1_in_posq_mx); 
 
 
 
 
// decompose adder into two HAs so that ws0 and wc0 can be compressed first before qd is 
available 
gate(ws1int1[57:0], dd_ws0 ^ dd_wc0); 
gate(wc1int1[57:0], (dd_ws0 & dd_wc0) << 1); 
gate(ws1int2[57:0], {ws1int1[57:2], ~qs, 1'b0});  
gate(ws1[57:0], ws1int2 ^ ws1_in); 
gate(wc1int2[57:0], (ws1int2 & ws1_in) << 1); 
gate(wc1[57:0], wc1int1 | wc1int2 ); 
//+++ end qselect and partial remainder update 
 
 
//+++ q conversion and correction 
// loading into p and n vectors 
 
// first q[3]=0 
fflop1(p1a[54:52], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 2) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[54:52]); 
fflop1(n1a[54:52], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 2) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[54:52]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[52:50], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 3) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[52:50]); 
fflop1(n2a[52:50], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 3) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[52:50]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[50:48], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 4) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[50:48]); 
fflop1(n1a[50:48], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 4) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[50:48]); 
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fflop1(p2a[48:46], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 5) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[48:46]); 
fflop1(n2a[48:46], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 5) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[48:46]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[46:44], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 6) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[46:44]); 
fflop1(n1a[46:44], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 6) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[46:44]); 
 
fflop1(p2a[44:42], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 7) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[44:42]); 
fflop1(n2a[44:42], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 7) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[44:42]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[42:40], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 8) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[42:40]); 
fflop1(n1a[42:40], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 8) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[42:40]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[40:38], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 9) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[40:38]); 
fflop1(n2a[40:38], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 9) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[40:38]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[38:36], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 10) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[38:36]); 
fflop1(n1a[38:36], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 10) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[38:36]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[36:34], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 11) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[36:34]); 
fflop1(n2a[36:34], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 11) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[36:34]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[34:32], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 12) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[34:32]); 
fflop1(n1a[34:32], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 12) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[34:32]); 
 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[32:30], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 13) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[32:30]); 
fflop1(n2a[32:30], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 13) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[32:30]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[30:28], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 14) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[30:28]); 
fflop1(n1a[30:28], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 14) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[30:28]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[28:26], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 15) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[28:26]); 
fflop1(n2a[28:26], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 15) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[28:26]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[26:24], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 16) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[26:24]); 
fflop1(n1a[26:24], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 16) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[26:24]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[24:22], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 17) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[24:22]); 
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fflop1(n2a[24:22], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 17) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[24:22]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[22:20], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 18) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[22:20]); 
fflop1(n1a[22:20], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 18) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[22:20]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[20:18], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 19) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[20:18]); 
fflop1(n2a[20:18], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 19) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[20:18]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[18:16], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 20) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[18:16]); 
fflop1(n1a[18:16], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 20) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[18:16]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[16:14], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 21) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[16:14]); 
fflop1(n2a[16:14], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 21) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[16:14]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[14:12], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 22) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[14:12]); 
fflop1(n1a[14:12], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 22) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[14:12]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[12:10], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 23) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[12:10]); 
fflop1(n2a[12:10], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 23) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[12:10]); 
 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[10:8], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 24) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[10:8]); 
fflop1(n1a[10:8], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 24) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[10:8]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[8:6], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 25) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[8:6]); 
fflop1(n2a[8:6], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 25) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[8:6]); 
 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[6:4], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 26) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[6:4]); 
fflop1(n1a[6:4], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 26) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[6:4]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[4:2], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 27) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[4:2]); 
fflop1(n2a[4:2], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 27) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[4:2]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[2:0], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 28) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[2:0]); 
fflop1(n1a[2:0], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 28) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[2:0]); 
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gate(p1[54:0], { p1a[54:52], 1'b0, p1a[50:48], 1'b0, p1a[46:44], 1'b0, p1a[42:40], 1'b0, p1a[38:36], 
1'b0, p1a[34:32], 1'b0, ~oc_sgl & p1a[30], p1a[29:28], 1'b0, p1a[26:24], 1'b0, p1a[22:20], 1'b0, 
p1a[18:16], 1'b0, p1a[14:12], 1'b0, p1a[10:8], 1'b0, p1a[6:4], 1'b0, p1a[2:0]}); 
 
gate(n1[54:0], { n1a[54:52], 1'b1, n1a[50:48], 1'b1, n1a[46:44], 1'b1, n1a[42:40], 1'b1, n1a[38:36], 
1'b1, n1a[34:32], 1'b1, oc_sgl | n1a[30], n1a[29:28], 1'b1, n1a[26:24], 1'b1, n1a[22:20], 1'b1, 
n1a[18:16], 1'b1, n1a[14:12], 1'b1, n1a[10:8], 1'b1, n1a[6:4], 1'b1, n1a[2:0]}); 
 
gate(p2[54:0], {2'd0, p2a[52:50], 1'b0, p2a[48:46], 1'b0, p2a[44:42], 1'b0, p2a[40:38], 1'b0, 
p2a[36:34], 1'b0, p2a[32:30], 1'b0, p2a[28:26], 1'b0, p2a[24:22], 1'b0, p2a[20:18], 1'b0, 
p2a[16:14], 1'b0, p2a[12:10], 1'b0, p2a[8:6], 1'b0, p2a[4:2], 2'd0}); 
 
gate(n2[54:0], {2'd3, n2a[52:50], 1'b1, n2a[48:46], 1'b1, n2a[44:42], 1'b1, n2a[40:38], 1'b1, 
n2a[36:34], 1'b1, n2a[32:30], 1'b1, n2a[28:26], 1'b1, n2a[24:22], 1'b1, n2a[20:18], 1'b1, 
n2a[16:14], 1'b1, n2a[12:10], 1'b1, n2a[8:6], 1'b1, n2a[4:2], 2'd3}); 
 
 
//gate(dc_pn_add_en, 1'b1); 
gate(p1in[53:0], oc_sgl? (p1[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (p1[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
gate(n1in[53:0], oc_sgl? (n1[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (n1[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
 
gate(p2in[53:0], oc_sgl? (p2[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (p2[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
gate(n2in[53:0], oc_sgl? (n2[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (n2[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
 
gate(pin[53:0], $signed(p1in) + $signed(p2in)); 
gate(nin_int[53:0], $signed(n1in) + $signed(n2in)); 
 
gate(nin[53:0], oc_sgl? $signed(nin_int) + {23'd0, 1'b1, 30'd0} : $signed(nin_int) + 1); 
 
 
// same adder to create 3d and p-n for conversion 
//2d and d unchanged during division.  
//keep operands unchanged during inactive to save power 
 
gate(add_a[57:0], dc_step_done? add_x[57:0]  : p2d[57:0]); 
gate(add_b[57:0], dc_step_done? add_y[57:0]  : d[57:0]); 
gate(add_out[57:0], add_a[57:0] + add_b[57:0]); 
gate(qacc[53:0], add_out[57:4]); 
 
 
//gate(w_eq_0, (ws1 ^ wc1) & ((ws1 & wc1) << 1)); 
 
 
//gating inputs to save power 
gate(ws1_gated[57:0], {58 {dc_step_done}} & ws1); 
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gate(wc1_gated[57:0], {58 {dc_step_done}} & wc1); 
gate(w[57:0], $signed(ws1_gated) + $signed(wc1_gated)); 
//gate(w[57:0], ({58 {dc_step_done}} & ws1) + ({58 {dc_step_done}} & wc1)); 
gate(w_ge_d, ($signed(w) - $signed(d) >= 0)); 
gate(w_le_md, $signed(w) + $signed(d) <= 0); 
gate(add_lsbs_dbl[3:0], w[57]? 4'd0 :4'h8); 
gate(add_lsbs_sgl[33:0], w[57]? 34'd0 : {1'b1, 33'd0}); 
gate(add_in_1_a[57:0], oc_sgl? {pin[53:30], add_lsbs_sgl} :{pin[53:0], add_lsbs_dbl}); 
gate(add_in_1_b[57:0], oc_sgl? {nin[53:30], add_lsbs_sgl} :{nin[53:0], add_lsbs_dbl}); 
gate(add_in_1[57:0], $signed(add_in_1_b) + $signed(add_in_1_a)); 
gate(add_in_1_plus_b[57:0], oc_sgl? {1'b1, 34'd0} :{1'b1, 4'd0}); 
gate(add_in_1_minus_b[57:0], oc_sgl? {{24 {1'b1}}, 34'd0} :  {{54 {1'b1}}, 4'd0}); 
 
gate(add_x[57:0], (w_ge_d? $signed(add_in_1): (w_le_md? $signed(add_in_1) : 
$signed(add_in_1_a)))); 
gate(add_y[57:0], (w_ge_d? $signed(add_in_1_plus_b): (w_le_md? $signed(add_in_1_minus_b) : 
$signed(add_in_1_b)))); 
 
//gate(add_in[57:0], $signed(add_x) + $signed(add_y)); 
 
fflop1(dd_r_f[51:0], dc_res_phi1, qacc[52:1]); 
 
//+++ end q conversion and correction 
 
 
endmodule 
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Appendix F 

RTL model of Design D in the pseudo-structural format 

//radix 4 overredundant divider  -- DESIGN D 
// module name: div 
// datapath prefix: dd 
// control prefix: dc 
// interface from outside world prefix: od (go to the divider datapath) oc  (to control) 
//  
module div; 
// inputs 
input clk;   // gclk to divider 
input reset;   // reset  
input oc_sgl;   // single precision  
input oc_div_start; // start a division  
input [51:0] od_s_f;   // fraction of operand rs 
input [51:0] od_t_f;   // fraction of operand rt 
 
// outputs  
output [51:0] dd_r_f; // fraction of operand result r.f = rs.f / rt.f 
output dc_div_done;    // div done 
 
 
//+++ create conditions to gate clocks 
lat2(dc_lat_inp_phi1_cnd,   dc_phi1, oc_div_start |reset); 
lat2(dc_div_phi1_cnd,      dc_phi1, oc_div_start | dc_running_div_lat | reset); 
lat2(dc_lat_p3d_phi1_cnd,   dc_phi1, dc_1st_step); 
lat2(dc_div_step_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_running_div & !dc_div_last_step); 
lat2(dc_res_phi1_cnd, dc_phi1, dc_step_done & !dc_res_phi1_cnd_lat);  
//+++  end create conditions to gate clocks 
 
 
//+++ create gated clks 
cc1(dc_phi1,              clk, 1'b1);    // free running clock 
cc1(dc_lat_p3d_phi1,       clk, dc_lat_p3d_phi1_cnd);   // for latching 3D 
cc1(dc_lat_inp_phi1,       clk, dc_lat_inp_phi1_cnd); // for input latching 
cc1(dc_div_phi1,          clk, dc_div_phi1_cnd); // for the whole div 
cc1(dc_div_step_phi1,     clk, dc_div_step_phi1_cnd); // for steps 
cc1(dc_res_phi1, clk, dc_res_phi1_cnd);   // result latching 
//+++ end create gated clks 
 
 
//+++ control 
fflop1(dc_div_cyc[4:0], dc_div_phi1, (reset | oc_div_start ) ? 5'h01 : dc_div_cyc + 5'h01); 
fflop1(dc_running_div_lat, dc_phi1, (oc_div_start | dc_running_div) & !reset); 
gate(dc_running_div, (dc_running_div_lat & !dc_step_done)); 
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fflop1(dc_1st_step, dc_div_phi1, oc_div_start & !reset); 
gate(dc_sgl_last_step, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd13));  
gate(dc_dbl_last_step,   !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd28)); 
gate(dc_div_last_step, dc_sgl_last_step | dc_dbl_last_step); 
gate(dc_sgl_step_done, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd14));  
gate(dc_dbl_step_done,   !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd29)); 
gate(dc_step_done , dc_sgl_step_done | dc_dbl_step_done ); 
gate(dc_sgl_done, oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd15)); 
gate(dc_dbl_done,    !oc_sgl & (dc_div_cyc == 5'd30)); 
gate(dc_div_done_new, dc_sgl_done | dc_dbl_done); 
fflop1(dc_div_done_old, dc_phi1, dc_div_done_new); 
gate(dc_div_done, dc_div_done_new & ~dc_div_done_old); 
fflop1(dc_div_step_cnd_lat, dc_phi1, dc_div_step_phi1_cnd); 
fflop1(dc_res_phi1_cnd_lat, dc_phi1, dc_step_done); 
//+++ end control 
 
 
// +++ input latching  
// Latch inputs. Insert hidden bit, extend 1 guard bit to get dividend and divisor ready.  
// rs.f < rt.f and Q = rs.f / rt.f;  
// assume for sgl, 23 significant bits are [51:29]; for double 52bits are [51:0] 
fflop1(dd_s_f[51:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, od_s_f); 
fflop1(dd_t_f[51:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, od_t_f); 
gate(dd_dend_i[53:0], oc_sgl ? {1'b1, dd_s_f[51:29], 1'b0, 29'b0} : {1'b1, dd_s_f, 1'b0});  
gate(dd_dsor[53:0], oc_sgl ? {1'b1, dd_t_f[51:29], 1'b0, 29'b0} : {1'b1, dd_t_f, 1'b0}); 
gate(dd_dend[53:0], dd_s_f_gt? {1'b0, dd_dend_i[53:1]} : dd_dend_i); 
gate(dd_s_f_gt, dd_s_f > dd_t_f); // if rs.f > rt.f, right shift rs to get rs.f < rt.f 
// +++ end input latch  
 
 
 
// +++ qselect and partial remainder update 
 
gate(d[57:0], {4'b0, dd_dsor[53:0]});  
gate(msb, d[52]); 
gate(dd_ws0_mxout[55:0], dc_1st_step? {2'b00, dd_dend} : ws1[55:0]); 
gate(dd_wc0_mxout[55:0], dc_1st_step? 56'd0 : wc1[55:0]); 
fflop1(ws0_lat[57:2], dc_div_step_phi1, dd_ws0_mxout); 
fflop1(wc0_lat[57:2], dc_div_step_phi1, dd_wc0_mxout); 
gate(dd_ws0[57:0], {ws0_lat, 2'b0}); 
gate(dd_wc0[57:0], {wc0_lat, 2'b0}); 
gate(dd_y[5:0], dd_ws0[57:52] + dd_wc0[57:52]); 
 
 
// dd_y[4] ==0 for q_yp_1,2,3,4 
gate(q_yp_ni[3:0], (((msb & dd_y[4:1] >= 5) | (~msb & d[51] & dd_y[4:1] >=4) | (~msb & ~d[51] 
& dd_y[4:1] >=3))? 4'd4 : (((msb & dd_y[4:1] >= 3) | (~msb & dd_y[4:1] >=2))? 4'd3 :(dd_y[4:1] 
>= 1? 4'd2 : 4'd1))));  
 
// use 1's complement for neg q 
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gate(q_yn_ni[3:0], (dd_y[4:1] >= 15? 4'd0 : (dd_y[4:1] >= 14? 4'b1110 : (((msb & dd_y[4:1] >= 
12) | (~msb & dd_y[4:1] >=13))? 4'b1101 : (((msb & dd_y[4:1] >= 10) | (~msb & d[51] & 
dd_y[4:1] >=11) | (~msb & ~d[51] & dd_y[4:1] >=12))? 4'b1100: 4'b1011)))));  
// dd_y[4] ==0 for q_yp_1,2,3,4 
gate(q_yp_i[3:0], (((msb & dd_y[4:1] >= 6) | (~msb & dd_y[4:1] >=4))? 4'd4 : (((msb & 
dd_y[4:1] >= 4) | (~msb & dd_y[4:1] >=3))? 4'd3 : (dd_y[4:1] >= 2? 4'd2 : (dd_y[4:1] >= 1? 4'd1 : 
4'd0)))));  
 
// use 1's complement for neg q 
gate(q_yn_i[3:0], (dd_y[4:1] >= 15? 4'b0 : (dd_y[4:1] >= 14? 4'b1110 : (((msb & dd_y[4:1] >= 
12) | (~msb & dd_y[4:1] >=13))? 4'b1101 : (((msb & dd_y[4:1] >= 10) | (~msb & dd_y[4:1] 
>=12))? 4'b1100 : 4'b1011)))));  
 
mux2e(q_yp[3:0], dd_y[0], q_yp_ni, q_yp_i); 
mux2e(q_yn[3:0], dd_y[0], q_yn_ni, q_yn_i); 
gate(q[3:0], dd_y[5]? q_yn : q_yp); 
gate(qs, q[3]); 
gate(qm[2:0], q[2:0]); 
gate(md[57:0], {~d[57:1], 1'b0}); 
gate(m2d[57:0], {~d[56:1], 2'b10}); 
gate(m4d[57:0], {~d[55:1], 3'b110}); 
gate(p2d[57:0], {d[56:0], 1'b0}); 
gate(p4d[57:0], {d[55:0], 2'b0}); 
 
 
fflop1(p3d[57:0], dc_lat_p3d_phi1, add_out); 
//fflop1(p3d[57:0], dc_lat_inp_phi1, add_out); 
gate(m3d[57:0], {~p3d[57:1], 1'b0}); // create 3d in 1 cycle 
gate(q_eq_4, (q[3:0] == 4'd4)); 
gate(q_eq_m4, (q[3:0] == 4'b1011)); 
mux4e(ws1_in_posq[57:0], qm[1], qm[0], m3d, m2d, md, 58'h3fffffffffffffe);  
mux4e(ws1_in_negq[57:0], qm[1], qm[0], 0, d, p2d, p3d); 
gate(ws1_in_posq_mx[57:0], q_eq_4? m4d : ws1_in_posq); 
gate(ws1_in_negq_mx[57:0], q_eq_m4? p4d : ws1_in_negq); 
mux2e(ws1_in[57:0], qs, ws1_in_negq_mx, ws1_in_posq_mx); 
 
 
// decompose adder into two HAs so that ws0 and wc0 can be compressed first before qd is 
available 
gate(ws1int1[57:0], dd_ws0 ^ dd_wc0); 
gate(wc1int1[57:0], (dd_ws0 & dd_wc0) << 1); 
gate(ws1int2[57:0], {ws1int1[57:2], ~qs, 1'b0});  
gate(ws1[57:0], ws1int2 ^ ws1_in); 
gate(wc1int2[57:0], (ws1int2 & ws1_in) << 1); 
gate(wc1[57:0], wc1int1 | wc1int2 ); 
//+++ end qselect and partial remainder update 
 
 
//+++ q conversion and correction 
// loading into p and n vectors 
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// first q[3]=0 
fflop1(p1a[54:52], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 2) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[54:52]); 
fflop1(n1a[54:52], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 2) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[54:52]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[52:50], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 3) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[52:50]); 
fflop1(n2a[52:50], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 3) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[52:50]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[50:48], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 4) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[50:48]); 
fflop1(n1a[50:48], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 4) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[50:48]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[48:46], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 5) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[48:46]); 
fflop1(n2a[48:46], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 5) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[48:46]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[46:44], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 6) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[46:44]); 
fflop1(n1a[46:44], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 6) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[46:44]); 
 
fflop1(p2a[44:42], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 7) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[44:42]); 
fflop1(n2a[44:42], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 7) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[44:42]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[42:40], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 8) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[42:40]); 
fflop1(n1a[42:40], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 8) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[42:40]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[40:38], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 9) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[40:38]); 
fflop1(n2a[40:38], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 9) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[40:38]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[38:36], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 10) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[38:36]); 
fflop1(n1a[38:36], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 10) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[38:36]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[36:34], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 11) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[36:34]); 
fflop1(n2a[36:34], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 11) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[36:34]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[34:32], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 12) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[34:32]); 
fflop1(n1a[34:32], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 12) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[34:32]); 
 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[32:30], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 13) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[32:30]); 
fflop1(n2a[32:30], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 13) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[32:30]); 
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fflop1(p1a[30:28], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 14) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[30:28]); 
fflop1(n1a[30:28], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 14) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[30:28]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[28:26], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 15) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[28:26]); 
fflop1(n2a[28:26], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 15) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[28:26]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[26:24], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 16) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[26:24]); 
fflop1(n1a[26:24], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 16) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[26:24]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[24:22], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 17) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[24:22]); 
fflop1(n2a[24:22], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 17) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[24:22]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[22:20], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 18) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[22:20]); 
fflop1(n1a[22:20], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 18) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[22:20]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[20:18], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 19) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[20:18]); 
fflop1(n2a[20:18], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 19) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[20:18]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[18:16], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 20) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[18:16]); 
fflop1(n1a[18:16], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 20) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[18:16]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[16:14], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 21) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[16:14]); 
fflop1(n2a[16:14], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 21) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[16:14]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[14:12], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 22) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[14:12]); 
fflop1(n1a[14:12], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 22) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[14:12]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[12:10], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 23) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[12:10]); 
fflop1(n2a[12:10], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 23) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[12:10]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[10:8], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 24) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[10:8]); 
fflop1(n1a[10:8], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 24) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[10:8]); 
 
 
fflop1(p2a[8:6], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 25) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[8:6]); 
fflop1(n2a[8:6], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 25) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[8:6]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[6:4], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 26) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[6:4]); 
fflop1(n1a[6:4], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 26) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[6:4]); 
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fflop1(p2a[4:2], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 27) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p2a[4:2]); 
fflop1(n2a[4:2], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 27) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n2a[4:2]); 
 
 
fflop1(p1a[2:0], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 28) ? (qs  ? 3'd0 : q[2:0]) : p1a[2:0]); 
fflop1(n1a[2:0], dc_phi1, (dc_div_cyc == 28) ? (~qs ? 3'd7 : q[2:0]) : n1a[2:0]); 
 
 
gate(p1[54:0], { p1a[54:52], 1'b0, p1a[50:48], 1'b0, p1a[46:44], 1'b0, p1a[42:40], 1'b0, p1a[38:36], 
1'b0, p1a[34:32], 1'b0, ~oc_sgl & p1a[30], p1a[29:28], 1'b0, p1a[26:24], 1'b0, p1a[22:20], 1'b0, 
p1a[18:16], 1'b0, p1a[14:12], 1'b0, p1a[10:8], 1'b0, p1a[6:4], 1'b0, p1a[2:0]}); 
 
gate(n1[54:0], { n1a[54:52], 1'b1, n1a[50:48], 1'b1, n1a[46:44], 1'b1, n1a[42:40], 1'b1, n1a[38:36], 
1'b1, n1a[34:32], 1'b1, oc_sgl | n1a[30], n1a[29:28], 1'b1, n1a[26:24], 1'b1, n1a[22:20], 1'b1, 
n1a[18:16], 1'b1, n1a[14:12], 1'b1, n1a[10:8], 1'b1, n1a[6:4], 1'b1, n1a[2:0]}); 
 
gate(p2[54:0], {2'd0, p2a[52:50], 1'b0, p2a[48:46], 1'b0, p2a[44:42], 1'b0, p2a[40:38], 1'b0, 
p2a[36:34], 1'b0, p2a[32:30], 1'b0, p2a[28:26], 1'b0, p2a[24:22], 1'b0, p2a[20:18], 1'b0, 
p2a[16:14], 1'b0, p2a[12:10], 1'b0, p2a[8:6], 1'b0, p2a[4:2], 2'd0}); 
 
gate(n2[54:0], {2'd3, n2a[52:50], 1'b1, n2a[48:46], 1'b1, n2a[44:42], 1'b1, n2a[40:38], 1'b1, 
n2a[36:34], 1'b1, n2a[32:30], 1'b1, n2a[28:26], 1'b1, n2a[24:22], 1'b1, n2a[20:18], 1'b1, 
n2a[16:14], 1'b1, n2a[12:10], 1'b1, n2a[8:6], 1'b1, n2a[4:2], 2'd3}); 
 
 
//gate(dc_pn_add_en, 1'b1); 
gate(p1in[53:0], oc_sgl? (p1[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (p1[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
gate(n1in[53:0], oc_sgl? (n1[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (n1[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
 
gate(p2in[53:0], oc_sgl? (p2[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (p2[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
gate(n2in[53:0], oc_sgl? (n2[53:0] & {{24 {dc_step_done}}, 30'd0}) : (n2[53:0] & {54 
{dc_step_done}})); 
 
gate(pin[53:0], $signed(p1in) + $signed(p2in)); 
gate(nin_int[53:0], $signed(n1in) + $signed(n2in)); 
 
gate(nin[53:0], oc_sgl? $signed(nin_int) + {23'd0, 1'b1, 30'd0} : $signed(nin_int) + 1); 
 
 
// same adder to create 3d and p-n for conversion 
//2d and d unchanged during division.  
//keep operands unchanged during inactive to save power 
 
gate(add_a[57:0], dc_step_done? add_x[57:0]  : p2d[57:0]); 
gate(add_b[57:0], dc_step_done? add_y[57:0]  : d[57:0]); 
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gate(add_out[57:0], add_a[57:0] + add_b[57:0]); 
gate(qacc[53:0], add_out[57:4]); 
 
 
//gate(w_eq_0, (ws1 ^ wc1) & ((ws1 & wc1) << 1)); 
 
gate(ws1_gated[57:0], {58 {dc_step_done}} & ws1); 
gate(wc1_gated[57:0], {58 {dc_step_done}} & wc1); 
gate(w[57:0], $signed(ws1_gated) + $signed(wc1_gated)); 
//gate(w[57:0], ({58 {dc_step_done}} & ws1) + ({58 {dc_step_done}} & wc1)); 
gate(w_ge_d, ($signed(w) - $signed(d) >= 0)); 
gate(w_le_md, $signed(w) + $signed(d) <= 0); 
gate(add_lsbs_dbl[3:0], w[57]? 4'd0 :4'h8); 
gate(add_lsbs_sgl[33:0], w[57]? 34'd0 : {1'b1, 33'd0}); 
gate(add_in_1_a[57:0], oc_sgl? {pin[53:30], add_lsbs_sgl} :{pin[53:0], add_lsbs_dbl}); 
gate(add_in_1_b[57:0], oc_sgl? {nin[53:30], add_lsbs_sgl} :{nin[53:0], add_lsbs_dbl}); 
gate(add_in_1[57:0], $signed(add_in_1_b) + $signed(add_in_1_a)); 
gate(add_in_1_plus_b[57:0], oc_sgl? {1'b1, 34'd0} :{1'b1, 4'd0}); 
gate(add_in_1_minus_b[57:0], oc_sgl? {{24 {1'b1}}, 34'd0} :  {{54 {1'b1}}, 4'd0}); 
 
gate(add_x[57:0], (w_ge_d? $signed(add_in_1): (w_le_md? $signed(add_in_1) : 
$signed(add_in_1_a)))); 
gate(add_y[57:0], (w_ge_d? $signed(add_in_1_plus_b): (w_le_md? $signed(add_in_1_minus_b) : 
$signed(add_in_1_b)))); 
 
//gate(add_in[57:0], $signed(add_x) + $signed(add_y)); 
 
fflop1(dd_r_f[51:0], dc_res_phi1, qacc[52:1]); 
 
//+++ end q conversion and correction 
 
endmodule 
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Appendix G 

Verilog code of test bench 

# Test bench to test RTL model or physical design against the reference model 
module div_tb; 
  reg clk; 
  reg reset; 
  reg [51:0] rs_f; 
  reg [51:0] rt_f, f_tmp; 
  reg div_start; 
  reg sgl; 
  wire [51:0] r_f; 
  wire div_done; 
  wire [51:0] r_f_ref; 
  wire div_done_ref; 
    
  always  #50 clk = ~clk; 
  initial  clk = 1'b0; 
  integer count=0; 
  integer num; 
  initial begin 
     for (num=1; num <= 1000000000; num=num+1)  
 begin 
    //sgl = 0; 
    //rs_f = 52'h003af92985825; 
    //rt_f = 52'hffb942074ab40; 
    //num = 2000000; this bug shows to need 5.2 bits of ws+wc 
           sgl    = $random >> 7; 
    //sgl=1; 
          rs_f    = sgl?  {$random, $random} & 52'hfffffe0000000 :{$random, $random}; 
 
// usually special cases such as devided by 1.0 or divided by itself,  
// and exceptions (0/0, NaN/NaN ...) are detected and ouput can be produced early 
// however, testing these done here for further verification. 
 
    if (count < 10)  
  rt_f  = 52'h0000000000000;  // divide by 1.0 
    else begin  
  if (count < 20)  
    rt_f  = rs_f;   // divide by itself  
         else 
             rt_f    = sgl?  {$random, $random} & 52'hfffffe0000000 :{$random, 
$random}; 
    end 
 
      reset = 1'b1; 
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           div_start = 0; 
          #300 reset = 1'b0; 
          #250 div_start = 1;        
          #100 div_start = 0; 
    #3000; 
           count = count + 1; 
    //$finish;  // execute one time 
        end 
 $finish; 
  end 
 
//  initial $vcdpluson; // waveform for debug 
 
   integer NERR =200; 
   integer NSKIP =10000;  
   integer numoftests =0; 
   integer nerror=0; 
 
   always @ ( posedge div_done) begin 
        #10; // delay the comparison to avoid glitch 
  numoftests = numoftests +1; 
       if (numoftests % NSKIP == 0) $display ("+++++ Number of tests passed so far = %d", 
numoftests); 
      if (($time > 1000) && ~sgl) begin 
         if (r_f !== r_f_ref) begin 
  nerror = nerror + 1; 
  $display ("***** MISMATCH ERROR: dbl r_f=%h Vs. r_f_ref=%h at 
time=%t", r_f, r_f_ref, $time ); 
          $display ("***** rs_f = %h = %b", rs_f, rs_f); 
          $display ("***** rt_f = %h = %b", rt_f, rt_f); 
             if (nerror == NERR) $finish; 
         end 
         else begin 
  //numoftests=10000; 
            if ((numoftests % NSKIP == 0) || ($time < 150000))  begin  
  $display (">>>>> Match: dbl r_f=%h <=> r_f_ref=%h at time=%t", r_f, r_f_ref, 
$time );           
  $display ("***** rs_f = %h = %b", rs_f, rs_f); 
          $display ("***** rt_f = %h = %b", rt_f, rt_f); 
 
  end 
         end          
 
      end 
 
      if (($time > 1000) && sgl) begin 
         if (r_f !== r_f_ref) begin 
  nerror = nerror + 1; 
  $display ("***** MISMATCH ERROR: sgl r_f=%h Vs. r_f_ref=%h at 
time=%t", r_f, r_f_ref, $time ); 
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          $display ("***** rs_f = %h = %b", rs_f, rs_f); 
          $display ("***** rt_f = %h = %b", rt_f, rt_f); 
             if (nerror == NERR) $finish; 
 
         end 
         else begin 
  //numoftests =10000; 
            if ((numoftests % NSKIP == 0) || ($time < 150000))  begin  
   $display (">>>>> Match: sgl (lower bits beyond 23b filled with 0's) "); 
   $display (">>>>> Match: sgl r_f=%h <=> r_f_ref=%h at time=%t", 
r_f, r_f_ref, $time ); 
          $display ("***** rs_f = %h = %b", rs_f, rs_f); 
          $display ("***** rt_f = %h = %b", rt_f, rt_f); 
  end 
         end          
 
      end 
   end 
 
    
div div_imp ( 
             // Outputs 
             .dd_r_f            (r_f), 
             .dc_div_done               (div_done), 
             // Inputs 
             .clk                 (clk), 
             .reset              (reset), 
             .od_s_f               (rs_f), 
             .od_t_f               (rt_f), 
             .oc_div_start              (div_start), 
             .oc_sgl                (sgl)); 
 
div_ref div_ref ( 
             // Outputs 
             .dd_r_f            (r_f_ref), 
             .dc_div_done               (div_done_ref), 
             // Inputs 
             .clk                 (clk), 
             .reset              (reset), 
             .od_s_f               (rs_f), 
             .od_t_f               (rt_f), 
             .oc_div_start              (div_start), 
             .oc_sgl                (sgl)); 
    
Endmodule 
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